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ABSTRACT

A performance prediction methodology is developed which is

applicable to most commercially available integral collector-storage

(ICS) passive solar domestic hot water systems. The method uses

experimentally determined system parameters, monthly average climatic

data, and load size to predict long term performance. An estimate of

monthly performance is derived from a monthly energy balance.

Methods are derived for determining a monthly average transmittance-

absorptance product from two different existing test procedures.

A computer model is developed for an ICS component. The model

is compatible with the transient simulation progam TRNSYS [1].

Computer simulations using the component model with TRNSYS are

compared with three different experiments. Then system simulations

with thermal stratification are correlated to produce a correction

factor to improve the estimate of monthly performance obtained from

the monthly energy balance.

The computer simulations are also used to study the impact of

draw profile, load size, and thermal stratification on monthly

performance. The prediction method is used to study the impact of

uncertainties in testing, and of sky radiation losses, on long term

performance.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 ICS Description

Integral Collector-Storage (ICS) units are passive solar water

preheaters which combine solar collection with thermal storage. They

are usually roof or ground mounted in series with a conventional

domestic water heater and supplied by mains water. An ICS unit is

basically constructed of a black tank or series of tanks in an

enclosure with an optical cover system. This type of solar water

heaters are referred to in the literature by several other terms

including batch water heaters, breadbox water heaters, integral

passive heaters (IPH) and package passive collectors.

The concept of combining collection and storage in a water

preheater is not new. In 1891 Clarence M. Kemp patented such a

device as shown in Figure 1.1. Today many units are commercially

available with variations on the design. ICS systems may have one or

several tanks plumbed in series within the enclosure. Some have

internal reflector systems, non-flat covers, or finned tanks. Often

these variations are combined and other design innovations are

included. When the tops of the absorber tanks completely fill the

aperture area, the ICS unit is called non-concentrating. An example

of a non-concentrating ICS is shown in Figure 1.2. When internal

reflectors concentrate solar radiation to an absorber tank within the

enclosure, the ICS is called a concentrating ICS unit. An example of
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a concentrating ICS unit is shown in Figure 1.3. ICS solar domestic

hot water (SDHW) systems usually cost less than active systems and

are inherently simple to install and maintain. They operate without

the heat-exchangers, pumps, controllers, or a working fluid other

than water, that generally add to the initial cost and the complexity

of active systems. Because of their attractive features, the

proportion of ICS systems is increasing in the growing solar

marketplace.

This increased popularity of ICS systems has created a demand by

consumers, solar designers, and regulatory agencies for a simple

method to predict the long term performance of ICS SDHW systems. In

addition to predicting the performance of a given system, a

prediction method can be used for designing a system to meet a

designated load, i.e., some fraction of the total hot water demand of

a domestic hot water system. Therefore, a performance prediction

method is also commonly referred to as a design method or design

tool. These terms are used interchangeably in this work and in other

literature. The long term performance of solar water heating systems

is generally expressed as the fraction of the energy necessary to

meet a given hot water demand that is supplied by the solar

components of the water heating system. When comparing the

performance of SDHW systems it is usually convenient to exclude

losses from the conventional water heater that is used as an

auxiliary to the solar components of the system.



This thesis expresses monthly and annual performance consistent

with this reasoning as a "solar fraction" defined as

Energy delivered from the ICS unit(s) to
f Qcol the auxiliary water heater

L = Energy required to meet the thermal load (1.1)
with no losses from the system

When it is desired to include losses from the system, the solar

fraction may be expressed as

Qcol (f - Lo/L)L + L0  (1.2)
L+L L+L

0 0

where Lo is the loss from the auxiliary water heater. f' may be

calculated from f, L and Lo as shown on the right hand side of eqn.

(1.2). A more complete discussion of expressing long term

performance as fractions useful for different types of analyses is

given by Buckles and Klein [2].

1.2 Literature Review

Computer simulations are commonly used in developing prediction

methods for SDHW systems. A number of studies have proposed methods

for predicting ICS monthly or annual performance [3,4,5,6]. In one

way or another, computer simulations were used in developing these

methods. A comparison of the annual predictions from each of these
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methods is presented in Chapter 5 for two types of systems operating

in two different climates.

Currently ICS systems are tested according to the ASHRAE

standard 95-1981 [7] test procedure. This test method is described

in Chapter 4. Robison [4] of the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE)

has presented a performance prediction method which uses ASHRAE 95-

1981 test results and a computer model of an SDHW system by Reichmuth

and Robison [8]. The program does not model the hour by hour

operation of ICS systems, but may accurately portray daily

performance under the draw pattern modeled. The procedure adjusts a

daily performance result from the ASHRAE 95-1981 test for site

specific conditions. The method had previously not been compared to

long term transient simulations. The comparison in Chapter 5 shows

this method to overpredict performance in a warm climate.

Huggins and Block [3] of Florida Solar Energy Center also

describe a methodology for using ASHRAE 95-1981 test data to estimate

the annual performance of ICS and other types of SDHW systems. Their

procedure is to first determine the parameters of a TRNSYS [1]

simulation model which results in good agreement between the

simulation and experimental data for a one-day test period. These

parameters are then input to the FCHART 4 program [9] to estimate

monthly and annual performance. While this procedure offers a

previously unavailable method of estimating long-term average ICS

performance, it is subject to the following criticisms. The TRNSYS

model of the ICS unit used existing active system components in the
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TRNSYS library. The FCHART 4 program is given a general set of

incidence angle modifiers that may not be appropriate for all ICS

systems. In this case, a separate incidence angle modifier test

would be necessary to account for the angular dependence of the

optical efficiency. Furthermore, the procedure used to obtain ICS

performance predictions with FCHART 4 was to set the collector loss

coefficient to zero and allow all of the ICS thermal losses to be

accounted for by the tank energy loss algorithm. This algorithm was

developed with the assumption that tank energy losses are small

relative to the load and it may be inaccurate when it is used to

estimate ICS thermal losses.

Tully developed a simulation program to model the transient

operation of a four node ICS system [5,10,11]. The transient energy

balance he gives does not include water draw. Sinusoidal insulation

and ambient temperatures are input to his model. Generally more

realistic input data are used in simulation programs. Two

dimensionless parameters similar to those used in the f-Chart [12]

method for active systems were used to correlate results from the

model. The method is difficult to follow because it is poorly

documented and leaves many symbols undefined. Tully himself feels

that further confirmation or modification of this method is in order

before giving it further consideration [11].

Cummings and Clark [13,14] have developed a detailed transient

model, including a thorough treatment of sky radiation effects

(discussed in Chapter 5), of ICS units in which the surface of the



absorber tank(s) completely fill a flat glazing area. The model has

had relatively little comparison with experimental data, but the

theoretical development appears sound. Cummings used the model to

study the sensitivity of performance to variations in the design and

operation of ICS components. Cummings' thesis is an excellent source

of information regarding sensitivity analysis of ICS systems where

the tops of absorber tanks completely fill a flat glazing area (as

shown in Figure 1.2). Cummings did not develop a simple prediction

method for general use. His work was succeeded by Panico with

Clark. They recently published a prediction method based on the

Cummings' model [6]. Two dimensionless groups are defined which are

correlated to the results of many runs of the simulation in which

input parameters were varied.

Panico and Clark's method, as well as the three previously

mentioned methods, uses a monthly average ambient temperature in the

calculation procedure. Panico and Clark suggest using the ambient

air temperature instead of an effective environmental temperature in

the design method. The effective environmental temperature is

discussed in Chapter 5, and is suggested in the design method given

in this work. The method recently proposed by Panico and Clark

probably provides good performance estimates of systems whose

absorber tanks completely fill a flat glazing area. It is

encouraging that these predictions agree reasonably well with the

method presented in this thesis for this type of system, as will be

shown in Table 5.2. The Panico and Clark model was not developed for
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concentrating ICS systems. Concentrating ICS systems have various

internal reflector systems within the enclosure.

Lindsay and Thomas [15] developed a detailed model of a

concentrating ICS similar to that shown in Figure 1.3. Simulations

using that model were successful in predicting tank temperatures.

Because of its complexity, the model is not easily adaptable to other

internal geometries. No general prediction method was offered based

on that model. A useful conclusion of that work was that collection

efficiency under no-draw conditions is not significantly affected by

thermal stratification. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Garg and Rani [30] developed a transient computer model of non-

concentrating ICS systems. The model was used to study the effect of

supplemental insulation on performance, but the model has not been

used to generate a simple performance prediction.

1.3 Research Methodology

The objective of this work is to develop a simple procedure

suitable for a handheld calculator, to predict long term performance

of the general class of ICS SDHW systems which includes concentrating

and non-concentrating units.

Predicting performance of any physical system, including SDHW

systems, may be based on an analytical or numerical solution to the

physics of the problem at hand, or on experimentation. An analytical

solution is usually available only for an idealized system.
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Numerical solutions or experiments may be used to empirically

quantify the non-ideal aspects of the physical problem that were

avoided in the analytical solution.

Simulations are detailed numerical solutions forced with

realistic operating conditions. A well-established modular transient

system simulation program is called TRNSYS [1]. TRNSYS was developed

at the Solar Energy Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin-Madison

and is used by hundreds of research organizations throughout the

solar energy research community. TRNSYS contains an evolving library

of components commonly used in studying solar energy thermal

processes. A computer model of an ICS component was developed in

this study that is compatible with the system simulation program

TRNSYS.

Computer simulations provide a convenient alternative to

experiments for studying solar energy systems. Weather data need not

introduce uncertainty by varying from one experiment to the next.

Climate, weather, and other operating conditions may be selected or

controlled by the researcher. Because of the flexibility in choosing

design parameters and the relatively short time required to obtain a

numerical solution, simulations can provide information on effects of

variables which is essentially impossible to obtain by physical

experiment.

Although useful to the researchers, simulations can require

considerable computing effort, and are generally not practical for

routine performance estimates. Simulations are useful in developing
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design methods based on empirical information obtained through many

simulations runs. The f-chart [12] design method for active space

and domestic hot water systems uses simulations this way.

In Chapter 2 an analytical solution is derived from a monthly

energy balance that predicts monthly performance for an idealized

case of ICS operation. A computer model is developed in Chapter 3

which models the solar absorptance, heat loss, fluid flow, thermal

stratification and energy delivery of an ICS component. The

component model is then joined with other TRNSYS component models of

an SDHW system. Simulations of the entire system were compared with

hourly experimental data for an actual SDHW system. The simulation

agreed with the physical experiment to within 2.6% in total energy

delivered over a two week period.

Computer simulations were then used in the third and fourth

sections of Chapter 3 to empirically account for the non-idealities

demonstrated by long term simulations of more realistic conditions of

an ICS SDHW system. The empirical information was correlated as a

function of the most important variables, and in Section 3.4 was used

to improve the predictions of the analytical solution. The improved

predictions are compared again with results of simulations in Section

3.4 and in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 shows how the parameters (-a) and UL may be derived

from two different test procedures. ( -rc) is a monthly average

transmittance-absorptance product, (an optical efficiency [16]) and
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UL is an overall heat loss coefficient. These are necessary

parameters for both the component model, and the design method.

The improved prediction method and simulation model are used in

Chapter 5 to determine the sensitivity of test results and long term

predictions to unknowns in the ICS and the testing procedure. Night

sky radiation is accounted for with the design method in Chapter 5,

and comparisons with other methods are also shown.
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CHAPTER 2 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATE FROM A MONTHLY ENERGY BALANCE

The main objective of this study is to produce a simple method

for predicting the long term average performance of ICS systems. In

this chapter a derivation is given which provides a fi rst

approximation of monthly average performance. The assumptions in the

derivation are pursued in subsequent chapters using results from

TRNSYS simulations.

When the water in the storage tank(s) of an ICS unit is at a

uniform temperature, there is no thermal stratification, and the

storage is termed "fully mixed". If a fully mixed ICS tank is

considered, an instantaneous energy balance may be written about the

tank which equates the change in tank internal energy with the

absorbed solar radiation less losses to ambient and delivered energy

to the conventional water heater or taps. The energy balance is

expressed as

dTt

fp d - GTAc(TL) ULAc(Tt- a DpTD- m

where dTt/dT is the rate of change in the tank average water

temperature, TD is the delivered water temperature from the ICS, Tm

is mains water temperature and mD is the instantaneous draw flow

rate.
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Integrating (2.1) over a month, the change in internal energy

becomes small compared to the other terms. Thus,

0 (HTN)A C(Ta) - ULAcAT(Tt -T) - MDcp(TD- Tm) (2.2)

Here AT is the number of hours in the month, N is the number of days

in the month, MD is the mass of water withdrawn over the month, HT is

the monthly average daily solar radiation on a tilted surface, and

the bars over other quantities indicate monthly average values.

For the fully mixed tank, if the condition of a continuous draw

load profile is imposed, then the average draw temperature is equal

to the average tank temperature i.e.,

TD= T (2.3)

With this substitution we may solve for the monthly average draw

temperature.

TDH-TNAc ('-) + MDcpT-m+ ULAATTa(2.4)TD MDCp+ ULAcAT

A monthly solar fraction defined as the fraction of the load met

by solar energy (neglecting auxiliary tank losses) is expressed as

McP(TD- m
f = Tm)(2.5)

m,c MDcP (Ts_ Tm)
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The subscripts m and c on f represent a fully mixed system with

continuous draw. Ts is the hot water set temperature. Monthly solar

fractions predicted from eqns. (2.4) and (2.5) are compared with

those generated from TRNSYS simulations in Section 3.2. Very good

agreement will be shown for the fully-mixed systems operating under a

continuous draw. These are the simplified conditions under which

eqns. (2.4) and (2.5) were derived. Estimates from these equations

are used as a starting point for a more accurate design procedure for

ICS systems.
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CHAPTER 3 COMPUTER MODELING OF ICS SYSTEMS

A mathematical model of an ICS unit coded in a FORTRAN

subroutine is called a component model. The component model is

combined with other elements of a domestic hot water (DHW) system

such as an auxiliary water heater or steam relief valve in a system

model. These other elements are available in the main program TRNSYS

or the TRNSYS library. Transient simulations are system simulations

with time varying forcing functions. In solar energy thermal

processes these forcing functions are usually the weather, and the

load. The forcing functions are inputs to the system, or required

outputs. Constants in the system, such as aperture areas and loss

coefficients are called parameters of the system. With time varying

input, the system model may be used to simulate the operation of an

actual system. We can study the effects of various inputs, required

outputs, or parameters, on system performance by running system

simulations in which different forcing functions and parameters are

selected. TRNSYS is a transient simulation program designed to

obtain numerical solutions through system simulations.

3.1 Component Model

A transient computer model of an ICS component was developed for

use with the TRNSYS simulation program. The model was developed with

the intention of keeping it general enough to model ICS systems with
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and without internal reflection systems. Yet to be a useful tool it

had to accurately model the absorptance, heat transfer and energy

delivery of any ICS unit studied. This includes adequately modeling

its interaction with other system components in the ways which would

affect the overall system performance.

The component model combines solar collection with stratified

storage. The most difficult aspect of developing the model was in

arriving at a generalized approach to modeling the solar absorptance

of different ICS designs. Systems may have complicated concentrating

internal reflectors, or no concentrating systems at all. Some

designs have curved cover systems, some have flat glazings, and

others may have a combination of both.

First a version of an ICS component was developed (listed as

ICS.1 in Appendix A) which accounted for ICS units with a system of

one or more identical flat glazings, and one or more series-plumbed

tanks in a non-concentrati ng enclosure. The transmittance-

absorptance product at normal incidence, ( TO)n, is entered in this

version as a parameter. Then an incidence angle modifier is computed

based on the cover system using Fresnel's equations [16]. Although

this version proved useful, as in evaluating a test method (see

Section 4.2), a model was necessary for systems in which Fresnel's

equations do not give the incidence angle modifier.

The second version (listed as ICS.2 in Appendix A) requires a

time-averaged transmittance-absorptance product (r- ) to be input as a

parameter. Because geometries vary so widely among ICS designs, it
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is not practical to determine (-n) analytically for all types of ICS

systems. (-o) is determined experimentally instead, as described in

Chapter 4. Similarly, instead of computing a loss coefficient from a

detailed analysis of every unit modeled, an experimentally derived

heat loss coefficient is entered as a component parameter. The other

significant component parameters are the tank volume, and aperture

area. The model is written to account for top, back, and edge losses

separately, however, usually only one loss coefficient is obtained

from a heat loss test. This overall heat loss coefficient, UL, can

be entered as a top loss coefficient and referenced to the aperture

area. The back and edge loss coefficients may then be considered

zero.

The thermal stratification that takes place in ICS tanks is

induced by draw or caused by natural convection. ICS systems are

generally designed such that cold water enters at the bottom of the

first tank, and hot water is drawn off the top of the last tank.

This type of design leads to draw induced stratification. The

computer model was designed to model draw induced stratification, but

neglects stratification due to natural convection.

The program models stratification by dividing the storage into a

number of isothermal nodes that is specified as a component

parameter. During each simulation timestep, an energy balance is

solved at every node. The rate of change in internal energy of each

node is equated to the solar gain less the energy withdrawn and heat

loss from the node as expressed in eqn (3.1):
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Mfc dTnAcU
f l p n S + iCp (T - T) c (T Ta(3.)

N dT N Dpn-1 n) N (nTa

The subscript n refers to the particular node in question, N refers

to the number of nodes being modeled and ID is the draw flow rate

through the ICS unit. The first node always receives water at mains

temperature and the final node always represents the delivered water

temperature (from the ICS unit to an auxiliary water heater). For

the version ICS.1, S, the instantaneous solar gain per unit area is

computed as

S (-rot)nK-aGT  (3.2)~( n TG

were ( a)n is the transmittance-absorptance product at normal

incidence (constant for a given system), KT is an incidence angle

modifier computed during every timestep from Fresnel's equations

[16], and GT is irradiance on a tilted surface. For second version,

ICS.2, (-T-) is entered as a parameter instead of (T)n and the solar

gain is computed simply as

S = (r)GT (3.3)

The model assumes the aperture area and the solar gain are equally

divided among the nodes and also the effective loss coefficient per

unit area, UL, is the same for each node. The quantity MfCp/N

represents the thermal mass of the water in the node; the heat
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capacity of the ICS unit itself is neglected. The differential eqns

(3.1) are written for series flow; bypass through nodes is

neglected. The model neglects heat transfer between nodes when there

is no flow. Thus stratification due to draw is modeled, but

conduction and stratification due to natural convection are not

modeled.

Since UL is not found analytically, fluctuations in losses due

to variations in wind speed and temperatures are not simulated. The

value of UL will depend upon the experimental conditions during

either of the cooldown tests described in the following chapter.

The temperature of each node, Tn, in eqn (3.1) is the average

water temperature within the node rather than the absorber

temperature. This assumes the absorber fin efficiency, and the

absorber-water conductance, are high. Alternatively, the

experimentally determined loss coefficient UL may be considered to

incorporate the collector efficiency factor, F', which accounts for

these factors [16].

The TRNSYS program uses the modified Euler method to solve the

differential eqn(s) (3.1) at every timestep. The timestep, AT, must

be chosen such that the volume of fluid drawn during any timestep

does not exceed the volume of one node:

Mf
AT < (3.4)
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3.2 System Model

3.2.1 Description

The ICS component was combined with other system components as

shown in Figure 3.1 for system simulations. The ICS unit is

installed as a preheater in series with the conventional water

heater. A relief valve between the ICS unit and the auxiliary tank

relieves steam from the system should it overheat. The auxiliary

water heater is modeled as a fully mixed tank with an overall loss

coefficient of zero. (Losses from the auxiliary tank can be

considered separately as given in eqn (1.2)). A tee piece and a

temperature controlled diverter form a tempering valve which operates

whenever the water temperature from the auxiliary tank exceeds the

set temperature. The system model neglects piping losses, but these

can be considered separately. Appendix B shows a typical TRNSYS deck

set up for an annual simulation. The deck is set up to use hourly

SOLMET TMY data [17].

3.2.2 Comparison with Experiments

Three sets of physical experiments were conducted by independent

organizations and were compared with TRNSYS simulations to determine

if the system model accurately represents the operation of an actual

ICS SDHW system. The first experiment was conducted by Fowlkes

Engineering in Bozeman Montana [19]. It is used to test the accuracy

of the model in responding to a transient outdoor environment that an
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actual system would be exposed to. A second set of experiments,

conducted by DSET Laboratories [19] was run indoors with a solar

simulator under under controlled conditions until steady state daily

performances were reached. The third set was a continuous 8-day

experiment run indoors. It was also conducted by DSET Labs [22].

The outdoor experiment conducted by Fowlkes Engineering in

Bozeman, Montana, was set up with two ICS units, each with two curved

covers, a tank with fins the size of the aperture area Ac = 2.246 m2

and a capacity of Mf = 138.29. Hourly solar radiation on a tilted

surface, ambient temperatures, ICS tank temperatures, inlet

temperatures and delivery temperatures were recorded for the

experimental system with 274 9/day drawn under a RAND [21] draw

profile. The two units were modeled with one ICS component with two

nodes. In addition to the geometry, the simulation program used the

value of UL = 1.77 W/m2 -C obtained from the ASHRAE 95-1981 test

(discussed in the next chapter). The value of (T-) used was that

which resulted in a match of the delivered energy for a three day

simulation (May 1, 2 and 3, 1984) with the experimental delivered

energy for the same three day period. These values of (-ca) and UL

were input to the TRNSYS system model with hourly climatic and draw

data for the two week period from April 1 through April 14. A plot

of simulated vs. experimental tank temperature and delivered water

temperature is shown in Figure 3.2. The daily comparisons of

delivered energy are shown in Table 3.1. The difference in delivered

energy for the 2 week period was 2.6%.
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Table 3.1
Daily Results of a 14 Day Simulation

and Outdoor Experiment

DAY TIME ENERGY DELIVERED (kJ)
EXP TRNSYS

1 24 33,720 34,030

2 48 24,230 24,360

3 72 21,119 21,440

4 96 38,885 37,910

5 120 46,690 44,920

6 144 40,160 38,000

7 168 25,420 23,930

8 192 36,510 34,680

9 216 24,540 24,800

10 240 32,870 31,760

11 264 22,320 22,830

12 288 23,440 21,430

13 312 27,830 27,240

14 336 31,740 30,920

SUM 336 429,500 418,300

Figure 3.2 shows that the computer model follows the transients

of actual operation well. The transient and two week integrated

results are good considering sky radiation losses, variations in wind

losses, and piping losses were not simulated.
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The first indoor set of experiments was conducted by DSET

Laboratories for the Florida Solar Energy Center [19]. (It was then

passed on to the National Bureau of Standards who shared the data

with us.) This experimental setup consisted of two concentrating ICS

units. Each had a single tank of 121k in an enclosure with internal

reflectors and a 1.53 m2 flat cover system. The original purpose of

these experiments was to determine how various irradiation levels

affect a periodic steady-state performance result that is reached

under a given daily solar profile. The experiments were similar to

the ASHRAE 95-1981 system test, but the level of simulated solar

radiation, mains water temperature, or draw was varied for each run

as shown in Table 3.2

Table 3.2
Conditions of 5 Indoor Experimental Runs

Daily Simulated Ambient Mains Water Daily

Run Solar Radation Temperature Temperature Draw
(Wh/m ) (OC) (OC) ( /day)

1 3940.4 22 22 375
2 5516.6 22 22 375
3 6304.7 22 22 375
4 4728.5 22 11.1 270
5 4728.5 22 22 375

The indoor solar simulator has a set daily radiation profile.

Each hour of the day the insolation on a tilted surface is changed by

changing the incidence angle. The intensity of the simulator lamps

are not varied. The intention behind the experiment when it was
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performed was to determine how the performance of the SDHW system

responds to changes in intensity of solar radiation. DSET Labs

simulated changes in solar radiation intensity by increasing or

decreasing the length of time the lamps were set at each angle.

The irradiance profiles for each of the tests are shown in Table

3.3. Thus the integrated solar radiation levels listed in Table 3.2

were obtained by varying time rather than power. TRNSYS allows a

much more direct means of varying the total radiation level. The ICS

parameter RDMULT is simply changed from 1.0 to any other desired

factor. In the case of runs 1 through 5 it was given the values 5/6,

7/6. 4/3, 1, and 1 respectively. These runs used the SRCC [22] draw

profile which consists of equal draws at 0800, 1200 and 1700 hours

each day.

The ICS parameter UL = 3.38 W/m2 -C was obtained from the SRCC

200-82 [22] heat loss test of this pair of ICS units. A value

of (-a) = .565 was obtained by trial and error which led TRNSYS

simulations of run 5 to match the steady state delivered energy

measured during the experimental run. Therefore, point 5 from the

numerical simulation is forced to match point 5 from the

experiment. Table 3.4 shows the results of the experiments and

computer simulations for the five runs.
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Table 3.4
Comparison of Experimental and Predicted Steady-State Daily

Delivered Energy Under the Conditions Given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3

Incident Daily Daily
Simulated Daily Delivered Delivered
Solar Energy Energy Exp Energy TRNSYS

Run (Wh/m2 ) (kJ/day) (kJ/day)

1 3940.4 17,573 17,540

2 5516.6 24,190 24,440

3 6304.7 27,491 27,930

4 4728.5 22,915 24,530

5 4728.5 21,005 20,950

For runs 1, 2, 3 and 5 the radiation intensity is varied, and

the simulation results are within 2% of the experimental. Both the

experiments and computer simulations show performance nearly linearly

related to radiation level in the range studied. The difference

between TRNSYS and experimental daily steady state delivered energy

for run 4, in which mains water temperature is 11.1 C is 6.5%. This

larger error may be present because run 4 of the experiment was only

continued for 2 days. In experiments in which Tmains = Tamb = 220C9

the performance generally reaches a periodic steady state in two

days. The difference in the first days delivered energy was 8% less

than the second day's. This difference is larger than for the other

runs, implying slower convergence. The predicted energy for the

first of the TRNSYS simulations of run 4 was 21,860 kJ and the

experimental was 21,081 kJ giving only a 3.7% difference for run 4.
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A two node model was used in these simulations. Perhaps a one node

model would have been more appropriate.

The third experiment was an 8 day indoor experiment with a two

unit concentrating ICS system operated under a solar simulator

[20]. The system was operated under SRCC 200-82 conditions with the

exception of a 4.1 m/s wind velocity instead of 3.6 m/s, and the

daily solar radiation incident on the ICS units was changed. For the

first three days the daily insolation was 3940.4 Wh/m 2 -day. The

insolation was 5516.6 Wh/m 2 -day on the next two days, and was 6304.7

Wh/m 2  the last three days. The profiles used at the indoor

laboratories are shown in Table 3.3. The evening draw on the seventh

day of the experiment was not recorded, so the value of the energy

delivered on the evening of the 8th day was used to fill the void in

the data. The same hourly solar data input to the experimental

systems was input to a TRNSYS simulation of the same system, with the

pairs of ICS units modeled as one unit with two nodes. An eight day

TRNSYS simulation was run in I hour timesteps to approximate the

operation of the experimental system. A comparison of predicted and

experimental daily energy delivery is shown in Table 3.5. The

predicted delivered energy over the 8 day simulation was 5% less than

the delivered energy measured over the 8-day experiment.
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Day

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SUM

Table 3.5
Daily Delivered Energy for an 8 Day Indoor

Experiment and a TRNSYS Simulation

Delivered Delivered
Energy Energy
EXP TRNSYS
(kJ/day) (kJ/day)

17,490 13,500

17,220 17,260

17,570 17,380

23,930 22,550

24,190 24,370

26,290 24,420

27,430 26,260

27,490 26,740

181,610 172,480

The experiments with which the computer model was compared

indicated that the model correctly follows transient behavior for an

extended period of time. Second, the indoor experimental results

showed that the model may also be used to obtain good results from

experiments which are run until a steady state convergence is

achieved. Therefore, although the TRNSYS model is simple, it may be

used with reasonable confidence.

The simulation was used to check eqns (2.4) and (2.5) derived in

the previous chapter. First a base case system was defined based on

parameters of a commercially available concentrating ICS system for

which Ac 2.068 m2 , Mf= 159 kg, UL = 2.47 W/m2 -C and (T) =
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0.540. Seventy-two monthly solar fractions were obtained from yearly

simulations in Madison, WI, Seattle, WA and Albuquerque, NM using

hourly TMY data, at daily draw volumes of 120 9/day and 300 S/day.

These three locations normally cover the range of U.S. climates and

can give a full range of solar fractions. These base case

simulations were run for a fully mixed ICS unit with a continuous

draw load profile. The solar fraction from this fully-mixed,

continuous draw, case is denoted f

The 72 monthly solar fractions were also predicted from eqns

(2.4) and (2.5). A comparison of the predictions with the

simulations is shown in Figure 3.4. The pertinent statistics rms =

0.0083, bias = 0.0035 and standard deviation = 0.0076, as well as

visual inspection reveal excellent agreement between these results

obtained from monthly energy balances and from transient computer

simulations.

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

3.3.1 Draw Profile Sensitivity

Night losses for ICS systems are likely to be higher than for

active systems because the thermal energy is stored outside - where

the ambient temperature is typically less than the environmental

temperature of an active system's thermal storage tank. Therefore,

if the collected energy is not used in the evening, the losses

through the night will severely decrease performance. For best
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performance, the hot water should be used in the early evening. The

worst performance will result if the thermal energy is used in the

morni ng.

TRNSYS simulations were used to determine the extent to which

draw profile affects monthly performance. Six draw profiles were

investigated for the fully mixed base case system with the two load

sizes and three locations mentioned earlier. The draw profiles

simulated were:

(1) Continous draw - constant flow

(2) RAND profile [21]

(3) SRCC [22] profile (8:00 AM, 12:00 noon, 5:00 PM, 1 hour

draws)

(4) Afternoon weighted draw (12:00 noon - 1:30PM, and 5:00 PM -

6:30 PM)

(5) Evening draw (4:00 PM - 7:00 PM)

(6) Dawn draw (4:00 AM - 7:00 AM)

The SRCC specified profile actually consists of draws that last

approximately 10 minutes. However, timesteps of 1/16 hour are

necessary to simulate draws of this short duration. One year was run

at this small timestep and showed less than 1% difference in any

month's performance between 10 minute draws and one hour draws.

Therefore, one hour draws were simulated because they allow a longer

timestep to be used in the simulations. The profiles are compared to

the continuous draw case in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 along with
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the standard deviations in solar fraction from the continuous draw

case. It appears that the performance of an ICS system is

insensitive to variations in the hourly load profile when the pattern

is not heavily weighted to morning or evening. This is in contrast

to the result found for active SDHW systems by Buckles and Klein [2]

and Fisher and Fanny [25]. It is significant that the monthly solar

fractions from the RAND profile and SRCC profile simulations shown in

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 matched the continous draw solar fractions with

less than a 1% RMS error in solar fraction. Based on these results

the continuous draw profile is accepted as an adequate approximation

of the RAND and SRCC profiles for the fully mixed ICS tank.

3.3.2 Stratification Sensitivity

Thermal stratification improves long term performance when the

ICS system is designed to enhance stratification and draw off the

hottest water. The average ICS storage temperature is lowest if the

hottest water is always withdrawn first resulting in reduced ICS

losses. It is necessary to determine if the improvement in

performance due to stratification is significant, and if so how

significant is it.

First, the maximum possible benefit due to stratification was

assessed. The maximum benefit occurs at maximum stratification.

Maximum stratification was defined to occur when the node size is

just large enough to hold the amount of water drawn in one hour. For

the base case simulations, the tank holds 159Z. When the daily draw
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is 120 Z/day drawn continuously, the maximum stratification is

modeled by N nodes, where N is computed as

N = 159 /ICS x 24 hr/day = 31.8 hr/ICS ==O31 nodes120 Z/day

For the 300 i/day draw,

N = 159 x 24 = 12.7 12 nodes

Simulations of the base case system with 31 and 12 nodes

required a 1/16 hr timestep. One set of seventy-two monthly

simulations using 31 and 12 nodes was compared with another set in

which stratification was modeled with 10 nodes. The difference in

the results was small, (RMS = 0.00635) however, the 10 node model

allows a 1/4 hr timestep which requires 1/4 the computing effort of

the smaller timestep. Therefore, 10 nodes were accepted to

adequately represent maximum stratification.

Minimum stratification occurs when the ICS tank is fully mixed

(1 node). Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the 72 monthly points

with maximum stratification and no stratification. The RMS of the

difference in solar fractions between maximum and minimum

stratification is 0.0771. Solar fractions obtained under

stratification and a continuous draw are denoted fs,c" Simulations

of the same system and operating conditions were run for 2

nodes as well. Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of these results.
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The simulations of maximum stratification showed that the

maximum effect of stratification can be significant. Comparison of

10 node simulations to one node simulations showed an RMS = 0.0771

and a standard deviation = 0.0444. Monthly performance is generally

improved by about 10% but is not the same for all 72 months.

3.3.3 Superposition of Draw Effect and Stratification Effect

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 showed the continuous draw profile to

approximate the RAND and SRCC profiles quite well for the fully mixed

ICS tank. It is of interest to determine whether the continuous draw

profile is a good approximation to the SRCC and RAND profile when the

tank is stratified.

The continuous, evening, dawn, RAND and SRCC draw profiles were

simulated for the 72 base case monthly system simulations with the

ICS modeled with 10 nodes. Figure 3.11 shows the 72 solar fractions

of the evening and dawn profiles compared with the continuous draw.

Figure 3.12 shows the RAND and SRCC profiles compared with the

continuous draw case. This figure indicates that the continuous draw

is still an adequate approximation of the RAND and SRCC profiles even

when the tank is stratified. It is evident from figures 3.11 and

3.12 that the effects of stratification and draw profile are

additi ve.
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3.3.4 Experiment to Determine Factors Influencing Stratification

The performance of ICS systems with fully mixed storage

operating with a continuous draw can be found analytically by eqns

(2.4) and (2.5). However, we have seen that performance is increased

by thermal stratification. In order to compute the effect of

stratification it is necessary to determine the major factors which

influence thermal stratification.

The parameters studied were (-T-), UL and Mf. They were studied

over the 72 monthly base case simulations with 10 nodes and a

continuous draw. Since the base case simulations include two load

sizes thef variable Mf could be translated to daily tank turnovers,

and to volume to area ratios (Mf/Ac) since Ac was held constant. The

parameters were studied through a 23 factorial designed eperiment

[23].

Ranges for the parameters U[, Ac , Mf and Mf/Ac were obtained

from ten ICS systems listed in the SRCC directory [24]. A range

for (T) was chosen which seemed reasonable based on experience in

simulating ASHRAE 95 tests (to be discussed in Chapter 4). The 23

designed experiment was run over the following ranges of the

parameters:

0.390 < (T) < 0.690 (3.5a)

1.94 < UL e < 4.44 W/m2 -C (3.5b)

0.130 < Mf < 0.250 m3 (3.5c)
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which for a constant cover area of Ac = 2.75 m2 translated to

M f2

47.27 < -,<90.9 Wm2  (3.5d)
c

The experimental design is shown pictorially in Figure 3.13.

Ten node stratification was simulated in 6 yearly simulations

for each of the eight experimental systems. The 6 yearly simulations

consisted of loads of 120 9 /day and 300 i/day, with a continuous draw

profile in the three cities, Madison, Seattle and Albuquerque,

yielding 72 monthly simulations for each run. The solar fractions

for each month and all the systems were also calculated using eqns.

(2.4) and (2.5) for the fully mixed case. The experiment showed the

effect of stratifications for each of the eight systems. The results

are shown in Figure 3.14 - 3.17.

First the results show that the effect of stratification is not

significantly different for these eight systems than it is for the

base case system shown earlier (Figure 3.9). Second, the points in

the plots seem to fall upon subtle curves that make up a more

pronounced stratification curve. Changes in (-O)and UL move the

points along the subtler curves, whereas changes in Mf seem to cause

the points to shift curves.

The dependence of stratification on (L)and can be reduced

to a dependence on fmc' since fmc is calculated directly from these

parameters. There is a secondary dependence on UL as apparent in the

limit of UL = 0. At this extreme, stratification gives no benefit
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because there are no ICS tank losses regardless of average ICS tank

temperature. This secondary effect is noticable only in the best

collector ((r) = 0.69 and UL = 2.5 W/m2 -C) when at operates at high

solar fractions. The effect is neglected in further development of

the design method. Figures 3.9 and 3.14 - 3.17 indicate that

stratification is due to the tank capacity, Mf, or more generally,

the ratio of daily draw volume to Mf, termed the number of daily tank

turnovers and denoted TT. Thus if an empirical correction factor

fsc/fmc is to be obtained, it will be a function primarily of fmc and

TT.

3.4 Extending the Design Method

Solar fractions obtained from eqn (2.4) and (2.5) for a fully

mixed system need to be corrected for stratification. The correction

is primarily a function of solar fraction, (fmc), and tankturnovers,

(TT) as discussed in the previous section. The function is obtained

by correlating (curve fitting) data from simulations.

Once again the base case system was used. This time four

different draw volumes were simulated (instead of two) giving the

tank-turnover ratios 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 at each of the three

locations. Figure 3.18 shows the solar fractions from these

simulations with 10-node stratification compared to the fully mixed

case for the four different tank-turnover ratios.
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A second order polynomial curve fit was generated for these

data. A correction factor for 10-node stratification is then given

by

fsc 0 .3 26 (1- )+ 1 (3.6)
fM - TT mcmc

The correlation is more accurate for systems operated at a higher TT

ratio because the scatter in the data itself is less at high TT

ratios as shown in Figure 3.18.

Predictions using this correction with the calculated values of

fmc are compared to simulations for the base case simulations which

operate at TT ratios of 0.75 and 1.89. The comparison is shown in

Figure 3.19. The RMS solar fraction is 0.0246 with a standard

deviation of 0.0237.

A second order curve fit similar to that generated for 10-node

stratification was generated from simulations of 2-node

stratification. The 2-node quadratic correction is

fsc 170 ( ) + 1 (3.7)
f TT mcmc

A comparison of predicted solar fractions with this correction is

shown in Figure 3.20. This function can be expressed in a more

general form as

f
sc aTT(1-fm)+1i (3.8)

mc
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where the constant, a, depends on the degree of stratification. In

the case of 1-node, there is no stratification and a is equal to

zero. The plot of a as a function of the degree of stratification is

shown in Figure 3.21.

A simple means of determining the improvement in performance if

a system operates under maximum stratification is available in eqn

(3.6). Performance estimates can be corrected for other degrees of

stratification as well, however a means of determining the number of

nodes which best models the actual stratification of the operating

system is necessary. This topic is considered in Section 5.1.2.
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CHAPTER 4 TEST METHODS

The computer model and the design method developed in the

previous chapters both use a time averaged transmittance-absorptance
product, (-T~-), and an overall effective loss coefficient, UL. This

chapter is devoted to obtaining these parameters from system tests.

Two systems tests are available from which the parameters may be

derived. One is the indoor overall performance test procedure

specified by the American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air

Conditioning Engineers, ASHRAE 95-1981 [71, which is often coupled

with an indoor heat loss test prescribed by the Solar Rating and

Certification Corporation SRCC STANDARD 200-82 [22]. In the past the

ASHRAE 95-1981 test has been used to obtain an overall daily

performance which is adjusted for conditions other than those during

the test. Section 4.1 shows how this test coupled with an SRCC heat

loss test may be used to obtain the parameters (T-)and UL. The

second test procedure was proposed by Reichmuth and Robison of the

Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) [8]. Section 4.2 shows

how (T-) and UL may be obtained from this test in a manner analogous

to the way (T) n and UL are obtained from the ASHRAE 93-77 [26] test

for flat plate collectors.
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4.1 ASHRAE/SRCC Test

The ASHRAE 95-1981 [7] test procedure is a three to five day

indoor test in which the system is operated under daily solar,

environmental, and load conditions specified by an association such

as the Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC) [22] until a

steady state daily energy delivery is reached. While the output of

competing systems may be compared for the conditions represented by

the test, using these results, the test results do not provide

estimates of long term performance. A second part of the current

testing is specified by SRCC and consists of a heat loss test.

During the heat loss test the ICS unit is filled with hot water and

allowed to cool for 16 hours under constant ambient conditions

without solar irradiation. This test can be used to calculate an

effective loss coefficient, UL, from eqn (4.1)

T.-T

LMf& ln[T i a] (4.1)UL= A Ar T - T ] 41c f a

where AT is 16 hours, Mf is the mass of water in the tank, cp is the

specific heat of water, Ac is the cover area, Ti and Tf are the

initial and final average tank water temperatures, and Ta is the

ambient temperature. The ambient temperature used here is the

measured air temperature. However, a portion of the losses from an

ICS system are radiation losses from a sky temperature. The sky

temperature indoors where the test is performed is 3C to 6C above
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ambient [27] as opposed to OC to 15C below ambient for typical indoor

conditions. The controlled indoor testing may yield a repeatable

determination of UL, but an adjustment of either UL or the ambient

temperature to which losses occur should be applied in order to use

this value of the parameter to predict outdoor performance.

A test result from the ASHRAE 95-1981 test called QNET is the

daily energy delivered by the tested solar system once a steady state

daily energy delivery has been reached. Assuming that the system

operates with maximum stratification, a daily solar fraction can be

defined

f 9 QNET
s,c daily load (4.2)

where the daily load is the energy required each day from the DHW

system during the test. It was shown in Chapter 3 that the

continuous draw profile adequately approximates the SRCC draw

profile. This is implied by the subscripted c in Equation 4.2. The

system test is for a periodic steady-state condition so the net

change in internal energy for each day is zero. An analysis

analogous to the reverse of that given in Chapter 2 can be used to

solve for the parameter (Tt). First, the fully mixed performance is

found by solving for the root, fmc' (such that 0 ,< fmc 1 ), of the

quadratic correlation function, eqn (3.8)

(1 + A) ± (1 + A) - 4Af
. -_-S C (A ')\

mc 2A k +* -D)
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where
a

A=a

where a is given for 1, 2 and 10 nodes in Figure 3.2.1.

From the definition of solar fraction, (eqn 2.5), we can solve

for the average draw temperature from the ICS:

TD= fmc (Ts- Tm) + Tm (4.4)

The tildes (~) indicate average values over the test period. The

daily solar fraction obtained from the ASHRAE test, given in Equation

(4.2), was obtained under steady-state conditions. The AE = 0

approximation made for the monthly energy balance in Chapter 2 is

valid for the final test day of the ASHRAE test also because there is

no change in internal energy over a day once the system has

converged. The energy balance over a month given in Chapter 2, (eqn

2.2) may also represent the energy balance over the converged day of

the ASHRAE 95-1981 test. Thus, the test average transmittance-

absorptance product, (T-a) from eqn (2.2) is

= TD[MDCP+ ULAcAT] - MDCPT m - ULAc Ta (4.5)
H TNAc

where AT = 24 hours, and N = 1 day. (f) obtained from the test is

extended to represent a monthly average transmittance absorbtance

product, (- i).
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4.2 ODOE Test

Recently Reichmuth and Robison of the Oregon Department of

Energy (ODOE) proposed an alternative test procedure [8] consisting

of two basic parts: an outdoor collection test and an outdoor heat

loss test. For the collection test, the ICS unit is filled with

water at some initial temperature Ti , and then subjected to solar

radiation for five hours without water draw. The integrated solar

radiation upon the plane of the collector during the five hour period

and the average ambient temperature, Ta, are measured. At the end of

the five hour period the average water temperature is measured

again. An environmental parameter suggested by Robison and Reichmuth

[28] isI

T.-T T.-T= i a _ i a(46
RE 1 -aIa(4.6)

A f GTdT

AT

where GT is the solar radiation per unit area on a tilted

surface, AT is the period of test, in this case five hours, and IT is

the average hourly irradiation for the test period.

The ODOE collection test must be performed for a number of

values of this parameter. The test should be run in the morning and

afternoon of at least 2 (better 3 or 4) days. It will be shown how

the results of these collection tests may be used to obtain (-T-t).

1. Actually, Robison and Reichmuth suggested PE/AT as the parameter.
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The loss test proposed by ODOE is similar to the SRCC heat loss

test, except that it is performed outdoors at night. The average

ambient temperature during the test period is used to compute UL in

eqn (4.1). The outdoor test inherently includes the long wave

radiation losses to the sky temperature. However, the value of UL

quoted from the test would be dependent on the extent of the sky

temperature depression below ambient and the wind speed on the night

of the heat loss test.

The ODOE test procedure may be thought of as an extension of the

ASHRAE 93-77 [26] test of flat plate collectors. The major difference

is that the test results are integrated over a five hour period. The

high thermal capacity of ICS systems requires a longer test than the

instantaneous efficiency measurements used in flat-plate collector

testing.

During the ODOE collection test there is no water draw and an

instantaneous energy balance may be written about the tank where the

net collected energy increases the internal energy of the water in

the tank:

dTt_Mfcp dT - Ac[GT(T ) - UL(Tt - Ta)] (4.7)

Here Mf is the total mass of fluid in the tank, ('6) is the effective

transmittance-absorptance product, and Tt is the average tank

temperature.2 The use of Tt, the spatial average tank water

temperature, rather than an average absorber temperature in the loss
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term of eqn (4.7) assumes that the absorber fin efficiency factor and

absorber-water conductance are high. Alternatively, (Ta) and UL in

eqn (4.7) may be considered to incorporate F', the collector

efficiency factor [16] which accounts for these factors.

Integrating eqn (4.7) over a finite test period, AT, (five hours

in the case of the ODGE collection tests) results in

AE = Ac[ITA-u(fbf) - ULAT(Tt- Ta)] (4.8)

where the tildes over (Tui), I T , Tt, and Ta refer to the integrated

average value over the test period. AE is the change in internal

energy over the test period and may be calculated from the measured

initial and final average tank water temperatures and the thermal

mass of the system:

AE = Mfcp(Tf- Ti) (4.9)

A modified collector heat removal factor, FR, may be defined as

the ratio of the actual useful energy gain during a test period to

the energy gain if the stored water were to remain at Ti , the

temperature at the start of the collection test. That is,
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FR* - Mfcp(Tf- Ti)(4.10)
Ac[ITAT( T ) - ULAT(Ti- -a ) ]

Equation (4.8) can then be expressed in a form analogous to the

classical Hottel-Whillier equation [16]:

AE = F* AcA [IT(To - UL(Ti - Ta] (4.11)

Rca)

The collection efficiency over the test period is then

- AE =* -. T
colFR(T) _FRUL [TiT a] (4.12)ncoll1 AcT t)TUL

AITATI T

and

Mfcp(Tf- Ti)
-pcolI Ac (4.13)

colIAT AT

Equation (4.12) is analogous to the equation used in the ASHRAE 93-77

test of flat plate collectors and forms the basis of the ODOE

col lection test.

Experimental data from the ODOE collection tests may be used

similar to the way ASHRAE 93-77 data are used. The change in

internal energy during a test period divided by the integrated solar

radiation incident on the col lector area gives the collection

efficiency eqn (4.13). Robison and Reichmuth [28] find that the
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experimentally obtained col lector efficiency curve is nearly

linear. If this is the case, the line will have a slope and

intercept which yield values for -FRUL and FR(fdt) respectively, in

accordance with eqn (4.12). Dividing that slope by the value of UL

obtained from the loss test gives -F R. The intercept may then be

divided by FR  to obtain (f&). The average value of the

transmittance-absorptance product obtained for the test days, (ic1),

may be accepted as the monthly average transmittance-absorptance

product, denoted (Ta). (Tct) may be computed for other months using

the method given in ref [29].

TRNSYS simulations with the ICS component model ICS.1, which

computes an instantaneous incidence angle modifier, were used to

investigate the ODOE procedure. Morning and afternoon five-hour

tests from four different days of the typical meteorological year

(TMY) [17] in Madison, WI were simulated. The four TMY days were JAN

13, MAR 10, JUN 16, and OCT 1. The base case system parameters for

these simulated ODOE tests were Ac - 2. 0m2 ,UL =2.47 W/m2-C,Mf:

160 kg, and (Tct)n = 0.54.

The ICS unit was modeled with two nodes, but Lindsay and Thomas

[15] determined that collection efficiency (i.e., when there is no

draw) is independent of stratification. Their conclusion is

investigated later in this section. The simulation timestep was 10

minutes. The results are plotted in Figure 4.1. These results

confirm the linear relation suggested by Robison and Reichmuth,

between the environmental parameter, P[' and the daytime collection
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efficiency that is necessary to use eqn (4.12) with the ODOE test

procedure. After simulating the test for the base case system, the

transmittance-absorptance product at normal incidence, (Tot) n' and

the effective loss coefficient UL were varied. The four lines in

Figure 4.2 show that the effect on the slope and the intercept of the

line was similar to that expected for flat-plate collectors. The

various values of (Ta)n and UL are shown in the figure.

An obvious characteristic of the data shown in Figures 4.1 and

4.2 is the separation of the morning and afternoon points. The

horizontal separation is due to the difference in morning and

afternoon weather data. The vertical separation is due to an

inherent characteristic of the test method. Figure 4.3 shows the

results of simulated tests using days that were perfectly symmetrical

with respect to irradiation, incidence angle, and temperature. The

ambient temperature was held constant each day. The environment

parameter PE was varied by changing this ambient temperature from

52°C through -20'C with mains water always at 11C. The results show

the afternoon tests always have a lower efficiency. Figure 4.4 helps

explain this effect. The uppermost curve shows the solar radiation

incident on the collector. The absorbed energy at any instant is

shown by the middle curve. The area under this curve represents the

total absorbed solar energy without losses and is the same for both

mornings and afternoons. If both tests start at the same

temperature, then during the afternoon tests the water is heated more

quickly than in the morning tests and thus losses are greater for a
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longer portion of the test period. The lowest curves in Figure 4.4

show the losses during the morning and afternoon. The net collected

energy is shown as the crosshatched area of the absorbed energy minus

the losses. This area is greater for the morning than for the

afternoon for the symmetrical day, and usually greater for typical

days as well. Therefore, ODOE collection tests should be performed

in both the morning hours and afternoon hours of each day to arrive

at results that are applicable to diurnal operation.

Additional simulations of ODOE tests were run with the same TMY

days in which only the tank capacity was varied from system to

system. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 4.5. The

separation between morning and afternoon points is directly affected

by capacity changes. Systems with large thermal capacities per unit

of collector area heat up less so losses become less significant

(assuming the ICS effective heat loss coefficient is independenet of

its capacity). Although the water temperature may not be raised

significantly, the larger capacities results in a higher collection

efficiency during the test period and a decrease in the morning and

afternoon deviation of efficiency from the best fit line. The

uppermost line in Figure 4.5 was obtained by setting the incidence

angle modifier to 1.0 during simulations of a system having very

large storage capacity. Under this condition FR would approach

unity. The intersection of the line at 0.54, the value of (Tt)n used

in the simulation, verifies that FR' has approached unity.
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These studies of the ODOE test indicate that it is a useful test

procedure that can be used to determine (c).

4.3 Validating Methods of Obtaining (--)

Two methods of obtaining the parameter (u)have been presented

in this chapter. The first method obtains (-Ea) from the ASHRAE 95-

1981 test under SRCC conditions, and partially through a correlation

developed in Chapter 3. The second method obtains (Te) from the ODOE

collection test through a slope and intercept analogous to the ASHRAE

93-77 test. Both methods require UL to be determined independently

first. (Either heat loss test may be used to determine UL.)

We can check these methods by choosing ICS systems, and

simulating the tests. The methods were checked for fully mixed

systems and for 10-node stratified systems. Three systems shown

below were chosen for this study:

System A System B System C

AC  =2.0 m2  Ac = 4.5 m2  Ac  = 4.5 m2

Mf =159P, Mf = 276 9, Mf =276 9

UL = 2.47 W/m2 -oC UL = 1.77 UL = 1.77

( -- ) = .540 (-u-a) = .482 (T) = .452

The methods are judged by how well they predict the values

of (T-L) of these three systems. The values of UL for each of these
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systems were obtained from SRCC heat loss tests using eqn (4.1). An

ASHRAE 95-1981 test was simulated for each of the systems. The

components were first modeled as fully mixed. (Tt) was obtained

using the method given in Section 4.1; however, since the system was

fully mixed, we have A = O/TT in eqn (4.3). Therefore the solar

fractions were essentially obtained from eqn (4.2). An ODOE test was

then simulated for the same systems, still modeled by only one

node. The four TMY days given in Section 3.2 were used for these

simulated ODOE tests. The systems were tested in both mornings and

afternoons of each TMY day. The ICS systems started each test at the

mains water temperature: Tm = 1C. The simulation timesteps were

1/8 hr for the ODOE tests, and 1/10 hr for the ASHRAE tests. The

slope and intercept of the collection efficiency line were used as

described in Section 4.2 to determine (-r-U) for each systems.

The values of (-) obtained from each of these simulated tests

for the ICS modeled with 1 node are shown in Table 4.1

Table 4.1 Obtaining (--&) for a fully mixed system for the two
different tests.

from % diff from % diff
(-a) No. of simulated from simulated from

System input nodes ASHRAE test input ODOE test input
(method of (method of
Sec. 4.1) Sec. 4.2)

A .540 1 0.544 0.74% 0.544 0.74%

B .482 1 0.487 1.0 % 0.488 1.2 %

C .452 1 0.457 1.1 % 0.457 1.1 %
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The three systems were also set to 10 nodes to model maximum

stratification. ASHRAE and ODOE tests were simulated again for each

system. The method presented in Section 4.1 was used to

determine (--) from the ASHRAE tests. This time the systems were

known to be modeled with 10 nodes, so eqn 4.3 used A = 0.326/TT to

determine fmc from the maximum stratification correlation. The

number of nodes has no bearing on the use of the ODOE tests to

determine (-T-). There is no draw during an ODOE collection test and

therefore no draw induced stratification. The results of the ODOE

test of the system modeled with 10 nodes were the same as the system

modeled with 1 node. The values of (-) obtained from the simulated

tests of the systems modeled with 10 nodes are shown in Table 4.2

Table 4.2 Obtaining (--)for a 10 node ICS system from the two
different tests.

(Ta) (Fa)
from % diff from % diff

(To) No. of simulated from simulated from

System input nodes ASHRAE test input ODOE test input
(Sec. 4,1) (Sec. 4,2)

A .540 10 0.557 3.1 % 0.544 0.74%

B .482 10 0.515 6.8 % 0.488 1.2 %

C .452 10 0.478 5.75% 0.457 1.1 %

Lindsay and Thomas [15] found that collection efficiency is not

affected by thermal stratification. We have shown that the

collection efficiency did not change from the 1 node model to the 10

node model. However, all the nodes in the 10 node model were at the

same temperature during the simulated ODGE tests because there was no
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draw to induce stratification. To check Lindsay and Thomas'

conclusions, the four-day simulated ODOE test was repeated for System

C. This time the initial temperatures of the nodes were not the

same. The node temperatures were initiated to a thermal

stratification profile from 6°C to 16°C, but the initial average tank

temperature was still 11C. This type of stratification could

perhaps be induced from natural convection in a physical system. The

ODOE test of this stratified model gave the same collection

efficiency curve as the fully mixed model. This supports the

conclusions reached by Lindsay and Thomas that thermal stratification

has a minimal effect on collection efficiency.

It follows that the ODOE test result is independent of the ICS

tank stratification. The agreement shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2

between the values of (-o-) predicted from the ODOE tests and the

values of (T-) input to the simulation model, indicates the method of

using the ODOE test, given in Section 4.2, works well for both the

fully mixed and stratified models.
The values of (-) obtained for the fully mixed systems from the

ASHRAE tests with the method given in Section 4.1 also agree well

with the values input to the model. Again, the ICS tank was fully

mixed, so the solution of eqn (4.3) is fmc = fsc* Table 4.2

demonstrates that the method given in Section 4.1 for

predicting ('ntc) from the ASHRAE tests is useful for the 10-node

stratified model as well. However, these predictions are subject to

the error associated with the correlation developed in Chapter 3 for
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the 10-node model. The correlation is employed through eqn (4.3).

The error in the (r--) predictions shown in Table 4.2 is within the

standard deviation indicated in Figure 3.19.
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CHAPTER 5 STUDIES WITH THE PREDICTION METHOD

5.1 Sensitivity Studies

The design tool and computer model can be used to improve

understanding of the ASHRAE 95-1981 test result and to investigate

sensitivity of performance predictions to uncertainty in the

experimentally determined UL, the assumed degree of stratification,

or night sky radiation temperature.

5.1.1 Sensitivity of Performance Estimates to Uncertainty in UL

An ASHRAE 95-1981 test may be performed which gives the

performance QNET. If the degree of stratification is known, and UL

is determined from a heat loss test, then there is a unique value

of (To) which leads to this value of QNET. With a different value of

UL, another value of (T-) would lead to the same value of QNET.

Because there is uncertainty in the experimentally determined value

of UL, it is of interest to determine whether different pairs

of (T)and UL which lead to the same value of QNET, would lead to

the same long term performance. To address this question, a system

was selected which had the actual ASHRAE 95-1981 test and the SRCC

heat-loss test performed by DSET Laboratories with the results

published by SRCC [24]. The tested system consisted of two ICS units

referred to as system B in Chapter 4 with Ac = 4.5 in2, Mf = 276k , UL

= 1.77 W/m2-C. The ASHRAE 95-1981 test by DSET Labs gave the steady-
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state daily energy delivery result QNET = 27,860 kJ. The system was

then modeled with 2 nodes, but the appropriate (-r-a) was unknown. The

ASHRAE 95 test was simulated under the SRCC specified operating

conditions with different values of (-'r). SRCC specifies an

irradiance profile, incidence angles, ambient temperature, inlet

temperature, load, and draw profile [22]. A trial and error procedure

was followed until the value of (-7-a) was chosen which gave the same

value of QNET from the simulated test as from the actual test. Six

other values of UL were chosen that were related to the reference

loss coefficient by factors of 0.3, 0.7, 0.8, 1.2, 1.3 and 3.0. The

same trial and error procedure was followed for each value of UL to
get corresponding values of (-c-)which led the simulated ASHRAE test

to QNET = 27,864 k.

The ICS model was then changed from 2 nodes to 10 nodes and the

loss coefficient set back to UL = 1.77 W/m2-C. A new value

of (cot)was obtained from trial and error of simulated ASHRAE tests

with 10 nodes, which gave the same QNET as the actual ASHRAE test.

This time only four values of UL were input relating to the reference

by factors of 0.7, 1.0, 1.3 and 3.0. Values of (-O)were obtained

through trial and error for these values of UL as well. The

procedure was followed again for a 1-node model for five values of

UL. The pairs of (ct) and UL which give the identical ASHRAE test

result, QNET, are plotted in Figure 5.1. Next annual simulations

were run to determine if these pairs of parameters that gave the same

ASHRAE test result would give the same yearly performance.
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The annual simulations used hourly TMY data for Madison, WI, in

1/4 hour timesteps with a daily load of 300 S/day and a continuous draw

load profile. The ICS component was modeled with 1, 2, and 10 nodes,

as appropriate for the pairs of parameters from Figure 5.1. The

annual solar fractions from these simulations are shown in Figure 5.1

next to the appropriate pairs of points.

The annual solar fraction for each pair of points addresses the

question posed at the beginning of this section. The locus of

parameters giving the same ASHRAE test result may lead to different

annual performances. However, considering the range of UL values

investigated, the difference in performance in not large. If there

is a 30% error in the experimental determination of UL, but (Tcr) is

determined so as to achieve the experimental value from QNET in a

simulated ASHRAE 95 test, then (-c-) will have compensated for most of

the error in UL. The difference in annual performance with these

parameter values is less than 5% from what it would be with the

correct parameters.

5.1.2 Sensitivity of Performance Estimates to the Correlation

Used to Obtain (-f-) and Solar Fraction

Performance is increased with greater stratification. For two

systems with a given UL, if the same performance is to be reached

with a high and a low degree of stratification, the system with

higher degree of stratification has a lower (Tct). This is apparent

in Figure 5.1 by the locus of points for 10 nodes plotted below the

locus for 2 nodes plotted below the locus for 1 node. For a given
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number of nodes, and a given QNET, Figure 5.1 shows the curve

of (-O) vs UL is nearly linear. Other lines drawn for system modeled

with a different number of nodes will have different slopes, but all

these lines must converge at UL = 0, where stratification adds no

benefit.

Perhaps the most significant result comes from the annual

simulations of systems with the same UL but different degrees of

stratification. For a given value of UL, there is less than a 1%

difference between the annual solar fraction obtained from the 2-node
model with (-) obtained for 2 nodes and the 10 node model

with (~--) obtained for 10 nodes. In fact there is less than a 1 I

difference in solar fraction with any assumed degree of

stratification. This agreement is shown in Figure 5.1 for the

reference system and for the systems where UL is varied by +30%,

-30%, and -70% of the reference UL. This observation can ease the

concern of what is an appropriate number of nodes to assume for a

system whose performance we want to predict.

Assume there is no error associated with the correlations

developed in Chapter 3. If the long term performance of a system is

to be predicted, Figure 5.1 implies that it would not matter how many

nodes are assumed. It is only important that the same number of

nodes be selected for obtaining (T ) from the ASHRAE 95 test as is

selected when using eqn (3.8) in the prediction method. If the same

number of nodes is chosen for both calculations, Figure 5.1 indicates

performance predictions would agree regardless of this number.
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Unfortunately, the correlations developed in Section 3.4 do have

error associated with them. This error is introduced when
obtaining (-)from the ASHRAE test by the method shown in Section

4.1, and when predicting solar fraction as shown in Chapter 3. In

light of the results shown in Figure 5.1 obtained from simulation, it

is of interest to know whether the error in annual predictions is

acceptable when (-Tc) is obtained from the ASHRAE 95 test as shown in

Section 4.1, and used to determine solar fraction in eqn (2.4) of the

design method. Furthermore, is the same performance still predicted

regardless of the number of nodes assumed in obtaining (Tc)and the

solar fraction?

The two unit system described earlier in this section was used

in addressing these questions. This time (T-) was computed from the

ASHRAE 95 test result QNET for the seven values of UL, for the 1, 2

and 10 node assumptions. (- t) was also computed with UL = 0 for the

1-node and 10-node model. The pairs of UL and (Ta-) computed this way

are plotted in Figure 5.2 for each of the three degrees of

stratification that were assumed. The correlation in eqn (4.3) was

introduced in an intermediate step for calculating (T-t) for the 2-

node and 10-node assumption. This correlation was not necessary for

the fully mixed (1-node) assumption. Figure 5.3 shows a comparison

of (Ta )calculated for the fully mixed case with (Tot) obtained from

iterating simulations of the ASHRAE 95 test with the 1-node model.

Agreement is excellent at low values of UL, and is reasonable at the

high values. The increased error at high values of UL should not be
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considered severe. (a-) is overpredicted by 6.8% for the case of UL

= 5.32 W/m2-C, while the highest UL for ICS systems listed in the

SRCC directory of tested systems is only 4.26 W/m2 -C [24].

Annual solar fractions were computed with all the pairs

of (T ) and UL shown in Figure 5.2 and the appropriate number of

nodes with the design method. As for the annual simulations

discussed earlier, the hypothetical system was operated in Madison,

WI, tilted at 430 with a load of 300 Z/day under a continuous draw

load profile. These annual solar fractions were computed from a

weighted average of monthly solar fractions. They are shown in

Figure 5.2 next to the appropriate points.

Figure 5.4 compares the annual solar fractions obtained with the

simulations and with the prediction method. As noticed before, the

simulations results from all three stratification models are in

excellent agreement. The design method results also agree very well

with each other and with the simulation results, but show error in

accordance with the error associated with the correlations they

employ. The fully mixed predictions do not make use of any

correlation. As expected the predictions with the fully mixed

assumption are in closest agreement with the simulation results. At

each value of UL shown in Figure 5.4, the error in the predicted

thermal performance is on the order of 1% of the thermal load where

about 43% of the load is met.

The design method predictions support the conclusion reached

with the simulations: The predicted solar fraction is insensitive to
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the number of nodes selected, so long as one is consistent in this

choice when using the test results with the design method. The 1-

node assumption has the least error associated with it when monthly

solar fractions below about 0.8 are predicted. Therefore it may be

the wisest choice for many applications, and fortunately leads to the

easiest calculations because the correlations for stratification can

be bypassed. However, the stratification correlations developed in

Section 3.4 also account for the operation of the relief valve. When

the system is operating at a very high monthly solar fraction, energy

may be dumped. This effect causes the solar fractions from the

stratified simulations to converge with the solar fractions from

fully mixed simulations at high monthly solar fractions in Figures

3.9, 3.10 and 3.18. The effect becomes pronounced at monthly solar

fractions of about 0.8 and higher. Therefore, if monthly solar

fractions of 0.8 or higher are being predicted, a correlation for 2

or 10 nodes should be used in eqn (4.3) of the test method and eqn

(3.8) of the prediction procedure. These correlations account for

the operation of the relief valve during months of high solar

fractions.

The design method was used to determine whether predictions of

high annual solar fractions are dependent on the number of nodes

assumed. The previous predictions were for Madison, WI with a daily

draw of 300 i/day. This time annual solar fractions for the

refeenc sytem wit UL= 1.77 W/m2-C) were obtained for Madison

WI, Seattle WA, and Albuquerque NM with daily draws of 300 i/day (TT
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= 1.1) and 120 Z/day (TT = .44). The prediction of (-Ti) and monthly

solar fractions were calculated with the three stratification

assumptions: 1-node, 2-nodes and 10 nodes. This combination of

locations and tank-turnover ratios lead to cases where there are

months with solar fractions above 0.8 during which the relief valve

operates. The six sets of three annual solar fraction predictions

are shown in Figure 5.5. The system performance was also predicted

for the two extreme values of UL. Figure 5.6 shows predictions with

UL = 0.53 W/m2 -C. None of the ICS systems listed in the SRCC

directory have a loss coefficient this low. However, this UL was

chosen to increase the number of months where the solar fraction is

high. Figure 5.7 shows predictions with UL = 5.31 W/m2-C. This is a

higher loss coefficient than most systems are likely to have. It was

chosen because stratification becomes more important with higher loss

coefficients.

Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 indicate that the performance estimates

with (To) obtained from the ASHRAE/SRCC test using the method in

Section 4.1 are essentially independent of the number of nodes

assumed, even at high solar fractions if TT > 1. The system with UL

= 5.31 W/m2-C operated at TT : .44 and showed the largest

disagreement in predictions with an error of 7.7% of the load for

annual solar fraction of about 50%. In general, Figures 5.5, 5.6 and

5.7 show disagreement in the performance predictions from the 1, 2

and 10 node models for the system with the low tank-turnover ratio.
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When the value of (-T-) from the ASHRAE 95-1981 test is used in

the prediction method, it is under the assumption that the same

number of nodes needed to represent stratification during the test

also are needed to represent the stratification during the actual

operation of the system. When we wish to predict performance of the

system operating at a tank-turnover ratio significantly different

from the one at which the system was tested, this assumption may be

invalid.

When the daily draw volume during normal use is significantly

less than it was during the test, or the expected number of daily

tank-turnover is less than one, the performance estimates do depend

on the choice of the number of nodes. The performance predictions

when 2 nodes are chosen fall between those when 1 or 10 nodes are

chosen. It is recommended that the decision be to use 2 nodes in

these cases. With 2 nodes, the lowest error will result if the

decision is wrong. Secondly, based on previous experience in

modeling thermal stratification of stored water in SDHW systems, it

is believed that 2 nodes most accurately represent the balance

between mixing and thermal stratification that occurs in actual ICS

sytsems.

Practically speaking, most residences would not install ICS

systems whose volume is significantly greater than the daily draw

volume. ICS systems would typically be operated at annual solar

fractions below 0.6 and with tank turnover ratios of nearly 1 or

more.
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5.2 Sky Radiation Considerations

Up to this point we have considered losses to the ambient

temperature in both the ICS computer model and in the design

method. In actuality, there are two paths for heat losses from a

solar collector. There are convective losses from the cover of the

collector to the ambient air temperature and thermal radiation losses

from the collector cover to the sky temperature. Back and edge

losses are accounted for as top losses. Conduction heat transfer

from the ICS base or mounting hardware to the roof or ground is

neglect ed.

The sky temperature to which radiation losses occur is lower

than the ambient because there is an infra-red absorption window in

the atmosphere. Air does not absorb infra-red radiation within the

wavelength window of 8 to 14 im. Some of the radiation in this band

is absorbed by water in the atmosphere. If the sky is clear, the

little water in the sky may be high in the atmosphere where the

temperature is significantly below the ground level ambient air

temperature. Sky radiation considerations are more important for ICS

systems than for flat-plate collectors because losses from an ICS

system occur 24 hours a day. In active systems, losses from the

collector to the environment are only important during the day when

the system is operating.
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5.2.1 Effective Sink Temperature

A common approach to accounting for radiation losses to the sky

temperature is by describing an equivalent thermal resistance network

with losses to an effective sink temperature [31, 32, 33]. Figure

5.8a shows the actual resistance network of a single glazed

collector. Convective losses occur from the cover to the ambient

temperature; radiation losses are to the sky temperature. Figure

5.8b shows an equivalent resistance network where both convection and

radiation losses are to an effective sink temperature, Tee The cover

temperature is the same in both circuits. The heat loss coefficients

from the outer cover to the sky and to the ambient air do not change

significantly for each of the two cases when flat-plate collectors

are considered [32]. In this respect ICS systems are similar to

flat-plate collectors. The radiation and convection loss

coefficients are from the outer cover to the sky and from the outer

cover to the air respectively, regardless of whether the internal

path is from a flat plate through a gap, or from an absorber tank

through a larger space. The heat transfer from the cover to the sky

is required to be the same for both networks shown in Figure 5.8.

Therefore

hro(TC sky+wc (T - T ) = (h + h ) (T - T ) (5.1)
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Rearranging eqn 5.1 yields the effective sink temperature:

h
T= T - ro (T-T k (5.2)e ah r + w a skyro w

Cooper suggests that under average conditions hro is about one-third

of hw for flat plate collectors [32].

When back and edge losses are known separately from top losses

as hbAb, Proctor [33] presents eqn (5.2) as

h
Te= T - ro (T - T ) (5.2a)e ahA+(ho+ hw) Ac a sky

b b ro w c

Since neither heat loss test discussed in Chapter 4 accounts for back

and edge losses separate from top losses we are forced to use eqn

(5.2), where back and edge losses are accounted with top losses.

Equation (5.2) then suggests

Te= Ta4I/4 (T- Tsky) (5.3)

If back losses are significant, the effective sink temperature would

approach the ambient in accordance with eqn. (5.2a).

For the design method it is suggested that eqn. (5.3) be used

with monthly average values of Ta and (Ta -Tsky) to give a monthly

average effective sink temperature:

--e Tal/4(Ta- Tsk) (5.4)
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It is then appropriate to substitute this value of Te for T in eqn.ea

(2.4) of the design method. It should be noted that unless months of

the same meteorological year are used (Ta -Tsky)may not be equal

to (Ta- Tsky).

Sky temperature depression depends on ambient temperature,

amount of moisture in the air, and cloud cover. There are several

correlations available in the literature for calculating sky

temperature if the monthly average sky temperature depression is not

known [34, 35, 36, 37]. The Bliss correlation, in which sky

temperature is a function of ambient temperature and the dew point

temperature, gives a range of sky temperature depression from 1OC in

a hot moist climate to 30C in a cold dry climate [16]. It is

questionable whether the correlations currently in the literature

apply to calculating monthly average sky temperatures. A commonly

used value for the sky temperature depression in coastal Australia is

12K which gives Te = Ta - 3K from eqn (5.3) [31, 32, 38]. If the

monthly average sky temperature depression is not known from

measurement, and the reader choses not to apply the correlations

currently available in the literature, then it is suggested that the

monthly average effective sink temperature for use in eqn. (2.4) be

chosen as T = T - 3K.
e a

5.2.2 Performance

It is of interest to determine the sensitivity of annual

performance to sky radiation losses. Cummings [14] studied the
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effect of sky temperature depression on ICS performance with a

detailed simulation model. When the sky temperature was used instead

of the ambient temperature for radiation losses, annual delivered

energy decreased at least 5%. Monthly performance during winter in

cold climates dropped as much as 25% or more.

The design method developed in this work was used to investigate

the extent to which the sky temperature depression reduces annual

performance. System A described in Section 4.3 was chosen to operate

in Madison, WI, Seattle, WA and Albuquerque, NM under the 120 9/day

and 300 k/day loads. Annual solar fractions were predicted first

using the ambient temperature then with an effective sink

temperature. An effective sink temperature of 3K below ambient was

used in all months in all three locations. The predictions for a

fully mixed system and for a system with maximum stratification are

shown in Table 5.1

Table 5.1 Estimated Sky Radiation Effect on System A with
Monthly Average Sky Temperature Depression

Annual Solar Annual Solar
Daily Water Fraction Fraction

City Draw (i/day) T =T T = T- 3C
e a e a

FULLY MIXED SYSTEM

Madison 300 .23 .21
" 120 .42 .38

Seattle 300 .20 .18
" 120 .36 .33

Albuquerque 300
If 120

Table continued on next page.

.41

.74
.39
.71

a 12C

Decrease
In Annual
Solar
Fraction

.020

.036

.020

.036

.020

.036
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Decrease
Annual Solar Annual Solar In Annual

Daily Water Fraction Fraction Solar
City Draw (/day) T = T- T-= T- 3C Fraction

e a e a

MAXIMUM STRATIFIED SYSTEM

Madi son 300 .26 .24 .022
" 120 .50 .46 .039

Seattle 300 .23 .20 .022
" 120 .44 .40 .041

Albuquerque 300 .45 .43 .021
"1120 .81 .78 .029

This analysis was repeated for the fully mixed case with monthly

sky temperature depressions of 10K and 30K to show the range over

which performance is likely to vary. In a cloudy moist location like

Seattle, the sky temperature depression is likely to be closer to

10K, whereas it is likely to be higher for a location such as

Albuquerque. The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in

Figure 5.9. For a monthly average sky temperature depression of 10'C

below ambient, the monthly average effective sink temperature used in

the design method was Te = TFa 2.5C, and for a 300C

depression Te= T - 7.5C. The decrease in performance is moreea

pronounced when the daily load is smaller. Figure 5.9 shows the 100C

sky temperature depression decreased the solar fraction of cases

where the daily draw was 120 Z/day by about 0.02, and when the daily

draw was 300 9,/day, the annual fraction of the load met by solar

dropped 0.03 for the three locations. A 30°C sky temperature

depression dropped the solar fraction of the cases with 300 2/day

draw by 0.05, and the cases with 120 /day by 0.09. We see that sky
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radiation losses have a greater effect on solar fraction for smaller

loads (TT < 1), and in these cases becomes a more important

consideration in estimating long term performance.

Some residences may use a removable night insulation cover over

the ICS aperture. While it may be a nuisance to the owner, night

insulation can significantly improve performance. Cummings showed

night insulation to improve annual performance an average of 29% for

an ICS unit with a non-selective glazing and 18% with a selective

glazing [14]. Garg and Rani [30] observed that by using an

insulation cover at night, performance can be improved by 70%.

5.3 Comparison With Other Models

During the 15 months that an ICS performance prediction method

has been studied and developed at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, four other prediction methods have been published for ICS

systems [3, 4, 5, 6]. Robison's method [4] adjusts the ASHRAE 95

test result QNET for site-specific non-test conditions. FSEC [3]

provides parameters for selected systems which are to be input to the

FCHART [9] program. FCHART results with these parameters supposedly

represent the long term performance of systems, for which the FCHART

program was not originally intended to be used. Tully [5] defines

two dimensionless groups similar to X and Y used in the f-chart

method [12]. A correlation is then presented where the monthly solar

fraction is a function of these two variables and a dimensionless
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draw volume. Panico and Clark [6] also define two dimensionless

groups. These dimensionless groups are correlated to detailed

simulations with Cummings' model. This model accounts for systems in

which the tops of the absorber tanks completely cover the aperture

area. The method was not designed to be used for concentrating ICS

systems.

In this section annual predictions with these four methods along

with the prediction method developed in this work are compared with

the results of four annual simulations. The simulations are of two

different ICS systems that have been tested for SRCC, operating in

two different cities. The first system is a concentrating ICS system

and is called System D. The second system is similar to that shown

in Figure 1.2 and is similar to that shown in Figure 1.3, called

System E. It has four series plumbed tanks whose tops cover the

aperture area. Both ICS units have flat outer glazings. The system

parameters are given below:

System D System E
(-u- ) = 0.562 (-r-) = 0.720

UL = 2.471 W/m2C UL = 3.82 W/m2C

Mf = .159m 3  Mf =.151m
3

Ac = 2.05 m2  Ac =1.64 m2

Both of these systems were simulated with hourly TMY data for

Madison, WI, and Fort Worth, TX. The transmittance-absorptance
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product of each of the systems was determined from simulating ASHRAE

95-1981 tests under SRCC conditions with these systems modeled with

one node. (-c-) was obtained through trial and error of these

simulated tests, until the result of the simulated ASHRAE 95-1981

test agreed with the experimental test results of the systems tested

at DSET Labs for SRCC. For the yearly simulations, the systems were

taken to be tilted at latitude for each of the locations. Mains

water temperature was 11 C for all months. The set temperature was

50 C. The load flow was 300 i/day drawn under a RAND draw profile,

and the simulation timestep was 1/4 hour. The auxiliary tank loss

coefficient was taken to be zero to make comparison easier.

The annual solar fractions from these simulations are shown in

Table 5.2. The five methods were used to predict the annual solar

fraction of the two systems and two locations. The radiant sky

temperature was not accounted for in the simulations. None of the

methods [3, 4, 5, 6] suggest using the sky temperature nor an

effective sink temperature. Therefore, for these comparisons, the

ambient temperature was used in eqn. (2.4) of the prediction method

developed in this work. The predictions from each of the five

methods are shown in Table 5.2 with the simulation results.
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Table 5.2 Comparison of Current Prediction Methods with Simulations

Panico
Simulation Zollner Robison FSEC Tully &Clark

[4] [3] [5] [6]

SYS D/MADISON .243 .24 .24 N/A .33 .21*

SYS D/FT.WORTH .372 .37 .39 N/A .41 .33*

SYS E/MADISON .233 .23 .23

SYS E/FT.WORTH .371 .37 .40

This method was not intended to be used to

this type of ICS system.

.20

.33

predict

.33 .22

.42 .36

performance of

Listings of the programs for each of these methods are included

in Appendix C. The parameters necessary for Robison's method were

readily available. The parameters to use in the FSEC method are

provided by FSEC [3] for system E. Parameters for system D are not

available in that report. Among the parameters given in that report

were a set of incidence angle modifiers which may not be readily

available for other systems without developing a special test. The

monthly average transmittance-absorptance products given earlier to

describe systems D and E were used in Tully's and Panico's method.

Tully's. method specifies the use of (Tot) explicitly. Panico's

method, as published [6], uses a transmittance-absorptance product at

normal incidence, (Toa) , and a monthly average incidence anglen

modifier, KT. However, the equations in Panico's presentation can

be rearranged so that these two factors always appear as a product,

thus allowing (Tc-) to replace (Tot)n KTo throughout the method. System

- - - - I - - - - - - - - - - -
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E consists of four tanks; therefore, the delivery efficiency given by

Panico for four tanks was used in that method. Panico's method was

not designed for concentrating ICS systems such as system D. However

Table 5.2 includes the results of using that method with the delivery

efficiency he gives for 1 tank.

Table 5.2 shows excellent agreement between the results of the

method presented in Chapter 2 and the simulations. This is expected

because no correlations are used in predictions for the one node

model. The analytical solution was the one developed in Chapter 2.

Essentially the same energy balance is solved over the month, as the

simulations solve during every 1/4 hour timestep. It is encouraging

that the results for system E in the column labeled "Zollner" agree

well with Panico's. Panico's predictions are based on a more

detailed model than the model described in Chapter 3. The agreement

supports the relatively simple ICS model developed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

A simple method of determining monthly performance of integral

collection-storage SDHW systems has been presented. The step by step

procedure is given in Appendix D including a sample calculation. A

performance approximation is obtained from a monthly energy balance

[eqn (2.4 and (2.5)]. The estimate gives the performance if the

storage is fully mixed, and water is withdrawn continuously. This

estimate uses collection and loss parameters that are obtained from

either the ASHRAE 95-1981/SRCC 200-82 system test, or the ODOE

test. Three correlations were given for a correction factor to

account for the improvement in performance that may result from draw

induced thermal stratification. The suggested correlation is eqn

(3.7) which was developed for two nodes and shows an error in monthly

solar fraction predictions of ± 0.015 RMS and ± 0.054 maximum, when

compared to transient simulation results.

An evening or morning weighted draw pattern can increase or

decrease performance by 22%. However performance is insensitive to

draw patterns which are not heavily weighted toward the morning or

evening. The RAND daily draw profile is commonly used to represent a

typical draw pattern. No correction is suggested for this profile

when performance is predicted for the continuous draw. An effective

environmental sink temperature should replace the ambient
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temperature, Ta, in eqn (2.4) to account for radiation losses to the

sky temperature.

If (-c-) is obtained from the ASHRAE 95-1981 system test and the

prediction method is used, then a decision must be made whether to

use the correlation for 1, 2 or 10 nodes. The choice made when

obtaining (-tG) from the ASHRAE 95-1981 test should be the same as the

choice made when calculating the stratification correction factor for

improving the performance estimate. When the expected daily draw

size is close to the draw size during the ASHRAE 95-1981 system test

then the estimates obtained from the procedure are independent of

this choice. The choice of 1 node leads to the simplest

calculation. When the daily draw volume is significantly less than

it was during the test, or the expected number of daily tank-

turnovers is less than one, the performance estimates do depend on

the choice of the number of nodes. It is recommended that the

decision be to use 2 nodes in these cases.

This design method is applicable to concentrating and non-

concentrating ICS systems. ICS units with a clear cylindrical

enclosure which use a diffuse reflecting background such as white

paint may be considered as concentrating systems. The ODOE

collection test is performed outdoors, and therefore may be more

appropriate for determining (-Tct) and UL of this type of system.

Predictions with the design method presented here agreed with

those from Panico and Clark's method for ICS systems where the

absorber tanks completely fill a flat glazing aperture [6]. Panico
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and Clark's method is based on simulations from a model more detailed

than the one developed in Chapter 3. Predictions from that method

may be more accurate than predictions from the method developed in

this work. Therefore either method may be used to predict

performance of non-concentrating ICS units. The method developed in

this work offers the versatility to be used for both concentrating

and non-concentrating ICS units.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Work

Predictions with the design method developed in this work have

not been compared to results of monthly experimental data. Hourly

experimental data were provided for this project for an eight month

period [18]. The hourly data was high quality from which a two week

interval of the data was used to verify the transients in the model;

however, the data had anomalies or errors in every month which made

it difficult to use to determine monthly performance.

A monthly, or year long performance experiment is recommended of

a concentrating and non-concentrating ICS system operating with a

RAND draw pattern. The experimenter should record monthly average

values of ambient temperature, mains temperature, sky temperature,

incident solar radiation, delivered energy, and tank temperature if

possible. The monthly performance should be compared with that

predicted using the design method developed in this work.
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Empirical methods are currently available for determining the

effective sky temperature based on a number of weather conditions.

These methods give an instantaneous sky temperature. A more useful

number in instances where long term sky radiation effects are

considered would be a monthly average sky temperature depression. A

development of an empirical method of determining monthly average sky

temperature depression from other monthly weather statistics would be

useful for the method presented in this thesis and in similar

invest i gat ions.

A detailed model of a concentrating ICS system may be helpful to

a manufacturer in improving their own design. However, I agree with

Lindsay's conclusion [15] that it is impractical to develop such a

model for all concentrating systems, unless generalized,

experimentally derived parameters can be used to describe the model.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains computer listings for the two

versions of the ICS component model, ICS.1 and ICS.2, which

are compatible with TRNSYS version 12.1.

The component model ICS.2 was used for most long term

simulations. The version ICS.I was used earlied and computes

an incidence angle modifier from Fresnel's equations using the

TRNSYS subfunction TALF. The component contains ports for 11

inputs and 17 parameters. Most of the inputs and parameters

are used in both versions; however, some only apply to version ICS.T

and are ignored if ICS.2 is used. The dimensions of inputs and

parameters should be consistent with the TRNSYS program, That is,

in SI units with the exception of the hour being the basic unit

of time. The INPUTS, OUTPUTS, PARAMETERS, and DERIVATIVES are

described as follows. An asterisk (*) indicates the variable

is used by ICS.l and not by ICS,2.
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ICS COMPONENT MODEL

INPUTS

n Tamb Ti  IT I I d pg e PARAMETERS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 1 N
2 Cpf
3 p

TYPE 46 4 Mf5At

INTEGRAL COLLECTOR-STORAGE UNIT 6 top6 Utop
7 bak
8 Ubak

11 (,co)n -for ICS.I
n

(Tca) -for ICS.2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 , 7+i 12' *

Qcoll Qdeliv AE oss Tavg T N TNi 13 *N
"T'm

OUTPUTS 15 *KL
16 DUMMY

17 RDMULT

DERIVATIVES

1 T

i T.
N 1

mN TN
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PARAMETERS

1 N -. ..Number of nodes (-1-10)

2 - specific heat of the fluid (KJ/Kg0 C)

3 p - density of the fluid (Kg/m
3)

4 Mf - volume of the tank (m
3)

5 Atop  - cover aperature area (m)

6 Uto p  - top loss coefficient referenced

to cover area (KJ/m2hroc)

7 Aba k  - ICS back area (m2 )

8 Ubak back loss coefficient referenced

to back area (KJ/m2hr~c)

9 Aedg - edge area of ICS (M2 )

10 Uedg - edge loss coefficient referenced

to edge area (KJ/M 2 hroc)

ii (T%) n- For ICS.2: transmittance-absorptance product

at normal incidence

(tx) - For ICS.3: time average transmittance-

absorptance procuct

12A x - absorber surface absorptance

13A NG - number of identical covers

14 R - index of refraction of cover material

15A KL - product of extinction coefficient and cover

thic Inms

16 Dy
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17 RDMULT- radiation multiplier, usually set to 1

m

T
Tin

DUMMY

DUMMY

INPUTS

mass flow rate (Kg/hr)

-ambient temperature (OC)

temperature of fluid entering ICS (OC)

6 IT to total radiation on the tilted surface

(KJ/m2hr)

7A I - total radiation on a horizontal sui

(KJ/m2hr)

8* 1d - diffuse radiation on a horizontal surface

(KJ/m2hr)

9A pg -ground reflectance

10 8 angle of incidence

11 - slope of surface

OUTPUTS

1 m - mass flow rate (Kg/hr)

2 Coll - solar energy collected, i.e. before 1

(KJ)

rface

osses

3 deliv - energy delivered from the ICS unit as hot

water (KJ)

4 AE - change in internal energy of fluid in the tank

since the beginning of the simulation

1

2

3

4

5
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5 Q loss heat lost from the ICS (KJ)

6 T - average temperature of all the nodes in theavg

ICS unit (oC)
th7 TN  Temperature of the fluid in the N node, i.e.

the last node for the fluid to pass through

(OC)

7+i TN- -temperature of the fluid in the (N-i)thnode

(OC)

DERIVATIVES

1 T1  - initial temperature of fluid in the first

node (OK), Note - Absolute temperature should

be used.
th

i To - initial temperature of fluid in the i node1

(OK)

N TN  - initial temperature of fluid in the Nth node

(OK)
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APPENDIX A.1
Ics. I

SUBROUTINE TYPE46 (TIMEXIN, OUT,T,DTDTPAR, INFO)
DIMENSION XIN(11), OUT(20),T(10),r(Y= 0(1O),PAR(18),
A INFO(10)
DATA RDCONV/0.017453/

*
A
A
A

ICS COMPONENT MODEL ICS.i
INCIDENCE ANGLE MODIFIER (XKAT) COMPUTED
FROM FRESNEL'S EQUATIONS
(TA)N GIVEN IN PAR 11 1/29/84

A
A
A
A

15
15
15

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C SET INPUTS

FLOW XIN(1)
TAMB = XIN(2) +273.1
TIN = XIN(3) +273.2
TSKY = XIN(4) +2732
VWIND- XIN(5)

C COLLECTOR INPUTS
GT = XIN(6)
GH = XIN(7)
GD = XIN(8)
RHO = XIN(9)
THETA= XIN(10)
SLP = XIN(11)

C
C FIRST PASS OF SIMULATION

IF (INFO(7).NE.-1) GOTO 100
C
C SET PARAMETERS

NTOT = PAR(1)
CPF = PAR(2)
DENSTY= PAR (3)
VOL = PAR(4)
ATOP = PAR(5)
UTOP PAR(6)
ABAK = PAR(7)
UBAK = PAR(8)
AEDG = PAR(9)
UEDG = PAR(10)

C COLLECTION PARAMETERS
PTALN = PAR(11)
ALF = PAR(12)
NG = PAR(13)
RI = PAR(14)
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XKL = PAR(15)
RATIO = PAR(16)

C LOAD MULTIPLIER (GOOD FOR NORMALIZED LOAD PROFILE)
C LDMULT= PAR(17)
C IRRADIATION MULTIPLIER
C (GOOD FOR EASILY VARYING GT, NORMALLY SET TO 1.)

RDMULT= PAR(17)
C
C NUMBER OF OUTPUTS

INFO(6) = NTOT + 6 +1 +1
C CHECK INPUT

CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,11,17,NTOT)
C
C LOSSES

UATOP = UTOP*ATOP
UABAK = UBAK*ABAK
UAEDG = UEDG*AEDG

C
C INITIAL AVG TEMP

TAVGI = 0.
DO 10 N= 1,NTOT

10 TAVGI = TAVGI + T(N)
TAVGI = TAVGI /NTOT

C
C CALCULATION CONSTANTS

CN = DENSTY*VOL*CPF/NTOT
RHOD = -1.
TALN = TALF(NG,0.,XKLRI,ALF,RHOD)

C
C RELATION FROM BRANDEMUEHL FOR EFFECTIVE INCIDENCE
C ANGLE FOR GROUND AND SKY DIFFUSE RADIATION

EFFSKY = 59.98-0.1388,SLP+0. 001497,SLPASLP
EFFGND 90.0 -0.5788ASLP+0.002693ASLP*SLP
FSKY = (1.+COS(SLPRDCONV))/2.
FGND = (1.-COS(SLPRDCONV))/2.

C
C CALCULATE COLLECTED ENERGY (QU)
C (METHOD OF VERS. 12.1 COLLECTOR MODEL COLL.
C MODE =1, OPTICAL MODE=3)
100 IF((GT.LE.O.).OR.(THETA.GE.90.)) THEN

QU=o.
GO TO 101

ENDIF
GDSKY = FSKYAGD
GDGND = RHO*FGND*GHXKATDS =TALF ( NG , EFFSKY ,XKL ,RI ,ALF , RHOD) /TALN
XKATDG =TALF ( NG , EFFGIND ,XKL ,RI ,ALF , RHOD) /TALN
XKATB =TALF(NG,THETA,XKL,RI ,ALF,RHOD) /TALN
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XKAT = (XKATB* (GT-GDSKY-GDGND) +XKATDSAGDSKY+XKATDG
A *GDGND) /GT
QU = GT*ATOPAPTALN*XKAT *RDMULT

C
C CALCULATE TEMPS AND OTHER OUTPUT

101 CF = FLOW*CPF
QUN = QU/NTOT
TNMI= TIN
QLOSS = 0.0
QLOSSN - 0.0
DO 30 N = 1, NTOT

IF (N.GT.1) TNM1=T(N-1)
QLOSSN = (UATOP ,(T(N)-TAMB) + UABAKA(T(N)-TAMB)

A + UAEDGA(T(N)-TAMB))/NTOT
DT(N)=(CF*(TNM1-T(N)) - QLOSSN + QUN)/CN
QLOSS QLOSS + QLOSSN

30 CONTINUE
C
c FIND AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF ICS

TSUM = 0.
DO 40 N=1,NTOT

40 TSUM = TSUM+T(N)
TAVG =TSUM/FLOAT ( NTOT)

C
C FIND ENERGY DELIVERED UPON DRAW
C (GOOD ONLY FOR A DRAW OF UP TO ONE TANK)

QDELIV = CF,(T(NTOT) - TIN)
C
C FINDING CHANGE IN INTERNAL ENERGY

DELTAE = VOLADENSTY*CPFA (TAVG-TAVGI)
C
C SET OUTPUTS

OUT(i) = FLOW
OUT(2) = QU
OUT(3) = QDELIV
OUT(4) = DELTAE
OUT(5) =QOSS
OUT( 6) TAVG -273.15
DO 60 N=1,NTOT

60 OUT(6+N) = T(NTOT+1-N) -273.15
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APPENDIX A.2
ICS. z

SUBROUTINE TYPE46 (TIMEXINOUT,T,UIDT ,PAR, INFO)
DIMENSION XIN(11), OUT(20),T(10),DUt=I (10),PAR(18),
A INFO(10)
DATA RDCONV/0.017453/

C

CA
C A ICS COMPONENT MODEL ICS. A
C A INCIDENCE ANGLE MODIFIER EQUALS ONE ALWAYS A
C A (TA)BAR GIVEN IN PAR 11 3/22/84 A
C ,AA

CC
C SET INPUTS

FLOW = XIN(1)
TAMB = XIN(2) +273.15
TIN = XIN(3) +273.15
TSKY = XIN(4) +273.15
VWIND= XIN (5)

C COLLECTOR INPUTS
GT = XIN(6)
GH = XIN(7)
GD = XIN(8)
RHO = XIN(9)
THETA= XIN(10)
SLP = XIN(11)

C
C FIRST PASS OF SIMULATION

IF (INFO(7).NE.-1) GOTO 100
C
C SET PARAMETERS

NTOT = PAR(1)
CPF = PAR(2)
DENSTY= PAR(3)
VOL - PAR(4)
ATOP = PAR(5)
UTOP = PAR(6)
ABAK = PAR(7)
UBAK = PAR(8)
AEDG = PAR(9)
UEDG = PAR(10)

C COLLECTION PARAMETERS
PTALN = PAR(11)ALF = PAR(12)
NG = PAR(13)
RI -- PAR(14)
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XKL = PAR(15)
RATIO = PAR(16)

C IRRADIATION MULTIPLIER
C (GOOD FOR EASILY VARYING GT, NORMALLY SET TO 1.)

RDMULT= PAR(17)
C
C NUMBER OF OUTPUTS

INFO(6) = NTOT + 6 +1 +1
C CHECK INPUT

CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,11,17,NTOT)
C LOSSES

UATOP = UTOPATOP
UABAK = UBAKABAK
UAEDG - UEDGAAEDG

C INITIAL AVG TEMP
TAVGI = 0.
DO 10 N= 1,NTOT

10 TAVGI = TAVGI + T(N)
TAVGI = TAVGI /NTOT

C CALCULATION CONSTANTS
CN = DENSTYAVOLACPF/NTOT

C
C CALCULATE COLLECTED ENERGY (QCOLL)
C WITH INCIDENCE ANGLE MODIFIER SET EQUAL TO 1.0

100 IF((GT.LE..).OOR.(THETA. GE.90. )) THEN
QCOLL=O.
GOTO 101
ENDIF
QCOLL = GTAATOPAPTALN* 1.0 *RDMULT

C
C CALCULATE TEMPS AND OTHER OUTPUT

101 CF - FLOW*CPF
QCOLLN = QCOLL/NTOT
TNM1 = TIN
QLOSS = 0.0
QLOSSN = 0.0
DO 30 N = 1, NTOT

IF (N.GT.1) TNM1=T(N-1)
QLOSSN = (UATOP ,(T(N)-TAMB) + UABAK*(T(N)-TAMB)

A + UAEDG*(T(N)-TAMB))/NTOT
DTT(N)=(CFA(TNM1-T(N)) - QLOSSN + QCOLLN)/CN
QLOSS = QLOSS + QLOSSN

30 CONTINUE
C
C FIND AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF ICSTSUM = 0.

DO 40 N= 1, NTOT
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40 TSUM = TSUM+T(N)
TAVG=TSUM/FLOAT( NTOT)

C
C FIND ENERGY DELIVERED UPON DRAW
C (GOOD ONLY FOR A DRAW OF UP TO ONE TANK)

QDELIV = CF*(T(NTOT) - TIN)
C
C FINDING CHANGE IN INTERNAL ENERGY

DELTAE = VOL*DENSTY*CPF* (TAVG-TAVGI)
C
c SET OTPUTS

OUT(1) = FLOW
OUT(2) = QCOLL
OUT(3) = QDELIV
OUT(4) = DELTAE
OUT(5) = QLOSS
OUT(6) = TAVG -273.15
DO 60 N=1,NTOT

60 OUT(6+N) = T(NTOT+1-N) -273.15
OUT(19)= PTALN
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

A sample TRNSYS deck which may be used to simulate the

five-day ASHRAE 95-1981 system test under SRCC 200-82 conditions

is given as TRDEK200. Another TRNSYS deck which may be used

with SOLMET hourly data for a yearly system simulation is given

as TRDEK1OA. That deck is written to simulate a system in which

the ICS component has 10 nodes.
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APPENDIX B.1

TRDEK200

A SIMULATED SRCC 200-82/ASHRAE 95
A 5-DAY CONVERGENCE TEST --- TRDEK200 --- A
A ULTOP CONSTANT 6/15/84 A
A SPECIFY THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
A SRCC LOAD A
A SRCC IRRADIANCE PROFILE AS USED AT DSET LABS AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

A --- (TA)N ENTERED AS PTALN ---

SIMULATION 0 120 .1000
LIMITS 10 30
CONSTANTS 6
TSET=50 TMAINS=22 TENV=22 LAT=45 SIMLEN=120 INTRVL=.1000
CON 1 RDMULT=1
CON 4 ATOP=2.048 VTANK=.159 UL=8.896 PTALN=.540

UNIT 11 TYPE 14 DSET IRRADIANCE PROFILE (KJ/HR-MAA2)
PARS 44
0,0 8,0 8,1135 9,1135 9,1702 10,1702 10,2043
11,2043 11,2383 12,2383 12,2497 13,2497 13,2383
14,2383 14,2043 15,2043 15,1702
16,1702 16,1135 17,1135 17,0 24,0

UNIT 12 TYPE 14
PARS 44
0,90 8,90 8
10,30 11,30
13,15 14,15
16,60 17,60

UNIT 4 TYPE 46
PAR 17
2 4.19 1000
PTALN 0.97
INP 11
5,1
11,1 0,0
0.0
0.0 0.0
DERIVATIVES 2
295.15 295.15

UNIT 5 TYPE 14

DSET INCIDENCE ANGLE FORCING FUNCTION

,60
11,15
14,30
17,90

9,60 9,45 10,45
12,15 12,0 13,0
15,30 15,45 16,45
24,90

ICS COMPONENT

VTANK ATOP UL
2 1.526 0.0370

0,0
0,0

TENV
0.0

0,0
0,0

TMAINS
0.2

0 0 0 0
.244 RDMULT

0,0
12,1
TENV0.0

0,0
0,0
3.6
LAT

LOAD FORCING FUNCTION
A SRCC DRAW: 125 Kg 0800, 1200, 1700
PAR 28

1 HOUR DRAW



0,0 8,0 8,125
13,125 13,0 17,0

A

9,125 9,0 12,0 12,125
17,125 18,125 18,0 24,0

A OTHER DRAW PROFILES
ASRCC DRAW: 125 Kg 0800, 1200,
A PAR 28
A 0,0 8,0 8,750 8.1667,750
A 12°0 12,750 12.1667.750

-- r - - r--17, i7,
17.1667,750

1700 10 MIN. DRAW

8.1667,0
12. 1667,0
17.1667,0 24,0

ASMALLER DRAW 20 Kg 0800,
A PAR 28
A 0,0 8,0 8,20 9,20 9,0
A 17,0 17,20 18,20
A 18,0 24,0

A NO LOAD
A PAR 6
A 0,0 12,0 24,0

UNIT 10 TYPE 25
PAR 4
1 0 48 -1
INP1
4,20
XKAT

UNIT 8 TYPE 26
PAR 4
1 0 SIMLEN
INPUTS 5
5,1 4,2
FLOW QCOLL

UNIT 9 TYPE 28
PARS 29
24 0 120
-1 ATOP 1 -4
-16 -2 2 -4 -4
INP 7
4,4 11,1 5,1
LABELS 8
HT QRAD FLOW
TAVG DELTAE

PRINTER

PLOTTR

0

4,3
QDELIV

SIMSUM

0
0 -4 0

4,2

QCOLL

1200, 1700

12,0 12,20

4,4
DELTAE

2
-3 0 -3

4,3 4,6

13,20 13,0

4,6
TAVG

1 0 0 -3
4 0 -3 4 -4

4,5

QDELIV QLOSS CHECKE

*CHECK 0.02 4 -5 -6 -8
END

B-3

A
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APPENDIX B.2

TRDEKI OA

A, A

A ICS SYSTEM MODELED WITH --- TRDEK10A --- 
A COLLECTOR-TANK ICS COMPONENT UPDATE 10/1/84 A

A CONSTANT UL A
A CORNELL 480 OPTICAL PARAMETERS 
A DHW SYSTEM W/ AUX A
A RELIEF AND TEMPERING VALVES INSTALLED A

A SET UP FOR YEARLY SIMULATIONS A

A 10 NODES, CONTINUOUS DRAW, FSC SIMULATION
A USE ICS.2 ie. with IAM
SIMULATION 0 8760 .25
LIMITS 25 50
TOLERANCES .001 .001
CONSTANTS 2 LAT=43.13 LDMULT=300 MADISON
CONSTANTS 5
TSET=50 TENV=22 SIMLEN=8760 INTRVL=.25 DAY=1
CONSTANTS 6
ATOP=2.068 RDMULT=1.0 TMAINS=11 VTANK=.159 UL=8.896
PTALN=. 540
NOLIST
A

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER
PAR 10
3 1 -1 1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1
(T20,F4.0,T25,F4.0,T30,F4.1)

(FORMATTED)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16
PAR 7
5 1 DAY
INP 7
1,2 I,1
0.0 0.0

UNIT 4 TYPE 46
PAR 17
10 4.19 1004
PTALN 0.97
INP 11
12,2
2,6 2,4
0.0
0.0 0.0
DERIVATIVES 10
295.2 295.2

RADIATION PROCESSOR

LAT

1,19
0.0

4871

1,20
INTRVL

0 -1

0,00.2 0,0
LAT

ICS COMPONENT (INCLUDES COLLECTOR)

0 VTANK
2 1.526

1,3
2,5
TENV
0.0

ATOP UL
0.0370 .244

0,0
0,0

TMAINS
0.2

0 0 0 0
RDMULT

0,0
2,9
TENV
0.0

0,0
0,0
0.0
LAT

0,00.0
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295.2 295.2 295.2 295.2 295.2 295.2 295.2 295.2

UNIT 5 TYPE 14 LOAD FORCING FUNCTION
*CONTINUOUS DRAW (NORMALIZED)
PAR 4
0,0.041667 24,0.041667

UNIT 15 TYPE 15 ALGEBRAIC OPP. LOAD FLOW
PAR5
0 -1 LDMULT 1 -4
INP1
5,1
0.0

UNIT 7 TYPE 15 LOAD and QIN TO AUX AFTER RELIEF VALVE
PAR 23
0 -1 LDMULT 1 -1 4.186 1
-1 TSET -1 TMAINS 4 1 -4
-12 -13 -14 4 1 -1 4.186 1 -4
IN? 4
5,1 13,2 13,1 0,0
0.0 0.0 TSET TMAINS

UNIT 6 TYPE 4 AUX TANK W/ HEATER (1 NODES)
PAR 13
1 .1968 4.186 1000 0.0 -1.492 16200 1 1 TSET .001 0 TENV
INPUTS 5
0,0 0,0 13,1 13,2 0,0
TMAINS 0.0 TMAINS 0.0 TENV
DERIVATIVES 1TENV

A UNIT 10 TYPE 25 PRINTER
A PAR 4
A 1 6 20 -1
A INP 1
A 4,20
XKAT

A UNIT 8 TYPE 26 PLOTTER
A PAR 4
A1 0 72 -1
A INPUTS 5
A 4,6 4,7 4,8 4,9 4,10
ATi T2 T3 T4 T5
A 1S,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,6
A FLOW QCOLL QDELIV DELTAE TAVG
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UNIT 9 TYPE 28 SIMSUM #1
PARS 29
-1 0 SIMLEN 0 2
0 0 -3 -1 ATOP 1 -4 0 -4 0 -4 0 -4
-3 4 0 -3 4 -4 -4

INP 8
4,4 2,6 15,1 6,4 13,3 4,2 4,3
LABELS 10
HT QRAD LDFLOW ICSFLO QBOIL QCOLL
QDELIV QLOSS CHECKE DELTAE
CHECK 0.02 6 -7 -8 -10
A
UNIT 19 TYPE 28 SIMSUM #2
PAR 35
-1 0 SIMLEN 0 2

-11 -3 -12 -3 2 -4
-13 -4 -14 -4
-15 -2 2 -4 -16 -2 2 -4
-19 -2 2 -4
INP 9
7,2 7,1 6,8 4,20
LABELS 10
QIN QLOAD f QAUM
TAMBAV TKAV TIOAV T5A

UNIT 20 TYPE 28 SIMSUM #3
PAR 13
-1 0 SIMLEN 11 2

-11 -12 2 -4 -13 -2 2 -4
INP 3
7,2 7,1 13,1
LABELS 2

f TDAV

-17 -2 2 -4

1
o -3 0

4,5

-18 -2 2 -4

1,3 4,6 4,7 4,11 4,16

C KTABAR
V T1AV

UNIT 13 TYPE 13 RELIEF VALVE
PAR 2
100. 4.19
INP 3
4,7 4,1 4,6
TMAINS 0.0 TSET

UNIT 12 TYPE 11 TEMP CONTROLLED DIVERTER
*TEMPERING VALVE
PAR 2
4. 10.
INP 4
0,0 15,1 6,3 0,0
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TMAINS 0.0 TSET TSET

UNIT 11 TYPE 11 TEE
*TEMPERING VALVE
PAR1
1
INP 4

6,3 6,4 12,3 12,4
TSET 0.0 TMAINS 0.0
A

END



APPENDIX C Current Prediction Procedures

Five different procedures were used in comparing the annual

solar fractions shown in Table 5.2. This appendix contains

FORTRAN listings of those procedures.
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APPENDIX C.

PROGRAM AZFSC
THIS VERSION OF FMC COMPUTES FMC MONTHLY FRACTIONS FOR
THREE LOCATIONS EACH AT TWO LOAD FLOW LEVELS.
THEN COMPUTES THE STRATIFICATION CORRECTION FACTOR FROM
A QUADRATIC CORRELATION ------ 17 SEP 1984-----
ALSO AVAILABLE QUADRATIC CORR FOR 2 NODES --- 11 OCT 1984
DIMENSION MDAYS (12), HTMAD (12), TAMAD (12), HTSEA (12),

A HTFOR(12), TAFOR(12),
B TASEA(12), HTALB(12), TAALB(12)

DATA MDAYS /31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/

FORTWORTH TMY MONTHLY DATA:
DATA HTFOR /3.908E5, 4.303E5, 5.923E5, 5.316E5, 6.117E5, 6.640E5,

A 7.067E5, 7.023E5, 6.284E5, 5.685E5, 4.598E5, 4.030E5/
DATA TAFOR /7.009, 9.726, 12.09, 17.70, 21.54, 26.86, 30.08,

A 28.74, 23.61, 19.52, 13.74, 7.956/

MADI SON
DATA HTMAD

DATA TAMAD

SEATTLE

DATA TASEA

DATA HTSEA

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.012E5, 3.529E5, 5.296E5, 4.900E5, 5.552E5, 5.720E5,
6.181E5, 6.182E5, 5.229E5, 4.023E5, 2.713E5, 2.174E5/
/-8.397, -5.982, -1.867, 8.664, 1.459EI, 19.60, 22.11,

20.01, 16.80, 10.49, 2.358, -3.716/

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.833, 5.677, 6.080, 8.113, 11.90, 15.00, 17.06,

17.47, 14.83, 10.63, 7.926, 4.610/
/1.280E5, 1.918E5, 3.711E5, 4.468E5, 5.434E5, 5.390E5,

6.503E5, 5.993E5, 4.530E5, 2.953E5, 1.466E5, 1.s051E5/

ALBUQUERQUE NM TMY MONTHLY DATA
DATA TAALB /1.413, 3.364, 6.762, 12.60, 18.61, 22.91, 25.53,

A 24.02, 19.53, 14.06, 6.458, 2.075/
DATA HTALB /5.481E5, 5.966E5, 7.262E5, 8.I1E5, 8.451E5, 7.928E5,

A 7.971E5, 8.046E5, 7.521E5, 7.561E5, 6.230E5, 5.701E5/

C I CS PARAMETERS:
TAGIVE=,.720
UL=13.752
AC=1 .644
VTANK=150.8

C LOAD FLOWS:
DRAWS= 120.
DRAWL=300.

(kJ/hr-m2-C)
(m2)
(I i ters/ICS)

C SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
UAAUX=0. 0

C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C

C

C

C
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TMAINS=273.15+11.
TSET=273.15+50.
CP=4. 186
TENV=22. +273.15
TAUSE=TAGIVE

C
C ADJUST LOOPING FOR LOAD SIZE AND LOCATION OF INTEREST

DO 30 IYEAR=1,7,6
FSCSUM=0.

C SET UP PROGRAM TO GO THROUGH 12 MONTHS OF DATA:
DO 10 MONTH=1,12
N=MDAYS (MONTH)
DTIME=24. *MDAYS(MONTH)

C
C LOAD SIZE IS SELECTED

DMASS=DRAWL*MDAYS (MONTH)
IF((IYEAR.EQ.2) .OR.(IYEAR.EQ.4) .OR.(IYE

A DMASS=DRAWS*MDAYS (MONTH)
C
C LOCATION IS SELECTED

IF ((IYEAR.EQ.1).OR.(IYEAR.EQ.2)) THEN
TAMBAR=TAMAD(MONTH) +273.15
HTBAR=HTMAD (MONTH)/MDAYS (MONTH)

ENDIF
IF ((IYEAR.EQ.3).OR.(IYEAR.EQ.4)) THEN

TAMBAR=TASEA(MONTH) +273.15
HTBAR=HTSEA(MONTH )/MDAYS (MONTH)

ENDIF
IF ((IYEAR.EQ.5).OR.(IYEAR.EQ.6)) THEN

TAMBAR=TAALB(MONTH)+273.15
HT BA R= HTA L B(MONTH)/MDAY S (MONT H)

ENDIF
IF ((IYEAR.EQ.7).OR.(IYEAR.EQ.8)) THEN

TAMBAR=TAFOR(MONTH) +273.15
HT BAR=HTF OR (MONTH) /MDAYS (MONTH)

ENDIF
C CORRECTION FOR SKY RADIATION TE=TA-3 K
C TE=TAMBAR-3.
C TAMBAR=TE

EAR.EQ.6) .OR.(IYEAR.EQ.8))

THE ALGORITHM STARTS HERE

CALCULATE NUMBER OF TANK-TURNOVERS
TT=( DMASS/MDAYS(MONTH))/VTANK

CALCULATE AVERAGE TANK TEMPERATURE OVER THE MONTH (=TDBAR)
TTKBAR=(HTBAR*N*AC*TAUSE + DMASS*CP*TMAINS + UL*AC*DTIME*TAMBAR)

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
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A /(DMASS*CP + UL*DTIME*AC)
C
C CALCULATE MONTHLY SOLAR FRACTION

FMC=(DMASS*CP* (TTKBAR-TMA INS) )/
A (DMASS*CP.(TSET-TMAINS) + UAAUX*DTIME*(TSET-TENk))

TTKBAR=TTKBAR-273.15

C CHOOSE A QUADRATIC CORRELATIOIN
C A=0.326/TT ! FOR 10 NODES
C A=.1700/TT FOR 2 NODES

A=0.000/TT ! FOR 1 NODE
DELTAF=A*FMC-A*FMC**2

C
C CORRECT THE FULLY MIXED SOLAR FRACTION FOR STRATIFICATION

FSC=FMC+DELTAF
IF(FSC.GTaIa0) FSC=1.0

C
C THE ALGORITHM ENDS HERE
C
C OUTPUT MONTHLY SOLAR FRACTIONS

WRITE(6,*) -FMC = ",FMC,' TDBAR = ",TTKBAR ," TAUSE =",TAUSE
FSCSUM= FSCSUM+ FSC*MDAYS (MONTH)

10 CONTINUE
C ANNUAL SOLAR FRACTIONS

FSCANN=FSCSUM/365.
WRITE(6,*) " FSCANN= ,FSCANN, UL=',UL ,'TA=',TAUSE

30 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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APPENDIX C.2

PROGRAM ROBISON
C MONTHLY PREDICTIONS FOR ICS SYSTEMS
C REF: D. ROBISON, "COMPARING PASSIVE WATER HEATERS," SOLAR AGE,
C FEB. '84
C A. ZOLLNER 6/25/84
C

DIMENSION MDAYS (12), HTMAD (12), TAMAD (12), HTSEA (12),
A TASEA(12), HTALB(12), TAALB(12), HTFOR(12), TAFOR(12)

C USING TMY DATA:
DATA MDAYS /31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/

MAD I SON
DATA HTMAD

A
DATA TAMAD

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.012E5, 3.529E5, 5.296E5, 4.900E5, 5.552E5, 5.720E5,

6.181E5, 6.182E5, 5.229E5, 4.023E5, 2.713E5, 2.174E5/
/-8.397, -5.982, -1.867, 8.664, 1.459EI, 19.60, 22.11,

20.01, 16.80, 10.49, 2.358, -3.716/

FORTWORTH TMY MONTHLY DATA:
DATA HTFOR /3.908E5, 4.303E5, 5.923E5, 5.316E5, 6.117E5, 6.640E5,
A 7.067E5, 7.023E5, 6.284E5, 5.685E5, 4.598E5, 4.030E5/
DATA TAFOR /7.009, 9.726, 12.09, 17.70, 21.54, 26.86, 30.08,

A 28.74, 23.61, 19.52, 13.74, 7.9560/

SEATTLE
DATA TASEA

A
DATA HTSEA

A

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.833, 5.677, 6.080, 8.113, 11.90, 15.00, 17.06,

17.47, 14.83, 10.63, 7.926, 4.610/
/1.280E5, 1.918E5, 3.711E5, 4.468E5, 5.434E5, 5.390E5,

6.503E5, 5.993E5, 4.530E5, 2.953E5, I.466E5, 1.051E5/

ALBUQUERQUE NM TMY MONTHLY DATA
DATA TAALB /1.413, 3.364, 6.762, 12.60, 18.61, 22.91, 25.53,

A 24.02, 19.53, 14.06, 6.458, 2.075/
DATA HTALB /5.48IE5, 5.966E5, 7.262E5, 8.101E5, 8.451E5, 7.928E5,
A 7.971E5, 8.046E5, 7.521E5, 7.561E5, 6.230E5, 5.701E5/

PARAMETERS:
QNET=14500.
XL=11 .91
V=38.84
TKTEST=I.
TKUSE=I.
VHBI G=79.26
VHSML=31.70
TSET=122.
TMAINS=51.8

(ENGLISH UNITS)
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C ADJUST LOOPING TO RUN LOCATIONS AND LOADS THAT ARE OF INTEREST
DO 20 LOC=1,4,3
DO 30 LOAD=1,1
FMSSUM=O.0
DO 10 MONTH=1,12
IF (LOC.EQ.I) HTBAR=HTMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.1) TABAR-TAMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) HTBAR=HTSEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) TABAR=TASEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) HTBAR=HTALB(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) TABAR=TAALB(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.4) HTBAR=HTFOR(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.4) TABAR=TAFOR(MONTH)
IF (LOAD.EQ.I) VH=VHBIG
IF (LOAD.EQ.2) VH=VHSML
HTBAR=HTBAR/1. 0 548/10. 764/MDAYS (MONTH)
TABAR=TABAR*1 38+32.

C
C STEP I

Si =VH/TKUSE
C STEP 2

S2=S I *TKTEST
C STEP 3

D=S2*8.33
C STEP 4

Q4=QNET*(HTBAR/1500.)*( I.-((18.*XL)/(D+18.*XL))*((833.-D)/833.))
C STEP5

Q5=04+24 .*XL*(TABAR-TMA INS)
C STEP 6

QADJ=Q5* (TKUSE/TKTEST)
C STEP 7
C FOR COMPARING METHODS CHOOSE NEGLECT AUX LOSSES

AUXLOS=0.0
C STEP 8

TLOAD=VH*8.33*(TSET-TMA INS) +AUXLOS
C STEP 9

FMS=QADJ/TLOAD
C OUTPUT MONTHLY SOLAR FRACTIONS

WRITE(6,*) 'FMS=',FMS
FMSSUM=FMSSUM+ FMS*MDAYS (MONTH)

10 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

C ANNUAL SOLAR FRACTIONS
FMSANN=FMSSUM/365.

WRITE(6,.*) FMSANN= ,FMSANN
20 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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APPENDIX C.3 FCHART Output Using FSEC Parameters

LIST ALL
COLLECTOR PARAMETERS
Cl. COLLECTOR AREA ................................. 1.81
C2. FR-UL PRODUCT .................................. 0.01
C3. FR-TAU-ALPHA (NORMAL INCIDENCE) ................ 0.65
C6. NUMBER OF COVERS (IF 0, C15 IS USED) ............ 0.00
C7. INDEX OF REFRACTION ............................ 1.53
C8. EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT X LENGTH (KL) ............ 0.04
C9. INC. ANGLE MOD. CONSTANT (IF 0, C6-C8 USED) . 0.00
CIO. COLLECTOR FLOW RATE * SPECIFIC HEAT/AREA ...... 128.32
C12. COLLECTOR SLOPE ............................... 32.83
C13. COLLECTOR AZIMUTH ............................. 0.00
C14. GROUND REFLECTANCE ................... ....... 0.20
C15. INCIDENCE ANGLE MODIFIERS (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80 DEG.)

1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.93 0.86 0.63 0.37

STORAGE UNIT PARAMETERS
SI. TANK CAPACITY/COLLECTOR AREA ................... 348.32
S2. STORAGE UNIT HEIGHT/DIAMETER RATIO ............. 4.80
S3. HEAT LOSS COEFFICIENT .......................... 3.33
S4. ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE (-I000 FOR TENV=TAMB) ..-1000.00
S5. HOT WATER AUXILIARY TANK UA .................... 0.00
66. HOT WATER AUX TANK ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE .... 16.80

LOAD
L3.
L4.
L5.

PARAMETERS
HOT WATER USE ..................................
HOT WATER SET TEMPERATURE ......................
WATER MAINS TEMPERATURE ........................

AUXILIARY PARAMETERS
A3. HOT WATER AUXILIARY FUEL (I=GAS,2=ELEC,3=OIL)
A4. AUXILIARY WATER HEATER EFFICIENCY ..............

300.00
50.00
11.00

M2
W/M2-DEG C

W/M2-DEG C
DEGREES
DEGREES

KJ/DEG C-M2

W/M2-DEG C
DEG C
W/DEG C
DEG C

LITERS/DAY
DEG C
DEG C

1.00



RUN 127

FCHART ANALYSIS (VERSION 4.1) *****************

MADI SON WI LATITUDE 43.1

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

TA HWLOAD
(DEG-C)
-8.4
-6.5
-1.0

7.4
13.3
18.8
21.2
20.4
15.4
9.9
1.5
-5.6

7.2

(GJ)
1 .52
1.37
1.52
1 .47
1.52
1.47
1 .52
1.52
1 .47
1 .52
1 .47
1.52

17.89

QU
(GJ)

0.31
0.39
0.52
0.54
0.64
0.66
0.69
0.66
0.55
0.47
0.27
0.23
5.92

GLOSS FDHW
(GJ)
0.31 0.00
0.31 0.06
0.31 0.14
0.21 0.22
0.17 0.31
0.11 0.37
0.09 0.39
0.09 0.37
0.12 0.29
0.16 0.20
0.19 0.05
0.23 0.00
2.30 0.20

PURCHASED ENERGY SUMMARY

GAS
0.00
0.00

ELECTRI C
14.28
85.66

OIL
0.00
0.00

HT
(GJ)
0.52
0.65
0.88
0.91
1.08
1.12
1.17
1.12
0.93
0.78
0.45
0.38

10.01

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
YR

USE (GJ)
COST ($)

TOTAL
14.28
85.66
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RUN 78

**************** FCHART ANALYSIS

FORT WORTH

(VERSION 4.1) *****************

TX LATITUDE 32.8

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

TA HWLOAD
(DEG-C) (GJ)

7.1 1.52
9.3 1.37

12.8 1.52
18.4 1.47
22.5 1.52
27.0 1.47
29.3 1.52
29.4 1.52
25.4 1.47
19.8 1.52
13.2 1.47
8.8 1.52

18.6 17.89

QU
(GJ)
0.42
0.46
0.60
0.59
0.65
0.68
0.72
0.72
0.64
0.61
0.48
0.42
7.00

QLOSS FDHW
(GJ)
0.18 0.16
0.16 0.22
0.16 0.29
0.10 0.33
0.06 0.38
0.03 0.44
0.01 0.47
0.01 0.47
0.03 0.41
0.08 0.35
0.12 0.24
0.16 0.17
1.10 0.33

PURCHASED ENERGY SUMMARY

GAS
0.00
0.00

ELECTRI C
12.00
72.00

OIL
0.00
0.00

HT
(GJ)
0.71
0.77
1.01
1.00
1.11
1.17
1.23
1.22
1.08
1.02
0.79
0.70

11.80

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
YR

USE (GJ)
COST ($)

TOTAL
12.00
72.00
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APPENDIX C.4

PROGRAM TULLY
f-Chart MODIFICATION FOR ICS SYSTEMS
REF: N TULLY, UNIV OF WITWATERSRAND, JOHANNESBURG S. AFR.

" Performance Prediction of Integral Solar Water Heaters,"
Proceedings of the 1983 ISES Solar World CongressPerth,(1983).
AND LETTER OF 2 AUG 1984 FROM N. TULLY

A. ZOLLNER 8/24/84

USING TMY DATA:
DIMENSION MDAYS (12), HTMAD (12), TAMAD (12), HTSEA (12),

A TASEA(12), HTALB(12), TAALB(12), HTFOR(12), TAFOR(12)
DATA MDAYS /31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/

FORTWORTH TMY MONTHLY DATA:
DATA HTFOR /3.908E5, 4.303E5, 5.923E5, 5.316E5, 6.117E5, 6.640E5,

A 7.067E5, 7.023E5, 6.284E5, 5.685E5, 4.598E5, 4.030E5/
DATA TAFOR /7.009, 9.726, 12.09, 17.70, 21.54, 26.86, 30.08,

A 28.74, 23.61, 19.52, 13.74, 7.9560/

MAD I SON
DATA HTMAD

A
DATA TAMAD

A

SEATTLE
DATA TASEA

A
DATA HTSEA

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.012E5, 3.529E5, 5.296E5, 4.900E5, 5.552E5, 5.720E5,

6.181E5, 6.182E5, 5.229E5, 4.023E5, 2.713E5, 2.174E5/
/-8.397, -5.982, -1.867, 8.664, 1.459EI, 19.60, 22.11,

20.01, 16.80, 10.49, 2.358, -3.716/

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.833, 5.677, 6.080, 8.113, 11.90, 15.00, 17.06,

17.47, 14.83, 10.63, 7.926, 4.610/
/1.280E5, 1.918E5, 3.711E5, 4.468E5, 5.434E5, 5.390E5,
6.503E5, 5.993E5, 4.530E5, 2.953E5, 1.466E5, 1.051E5/

C ALBUQUERQUE NM TMY MONTHLY DATA
DATA TAALB /1.413, 3.364, 6.762, 12.60, 18.61, 22.91, 25.53,

A '24.02, 19.53, 14.06, 6.458, 2.075/
DATA HTALB /5.481E5, 5.966E5, 7.262E5, 8.101E5, 8.451E5, 7.928E5,

A 7.971E5, 8.046E5, 7.521E5, 7.561E5, 6.230E5, 5.701E5/
C
C ICS CONSTANTS

FRUL=6.28/1.644 ! (W/m2-C)
AC=1.644 ! (m2)
TS=24.*3600. ! (s/month)
V=150.8 (li ters/ICS)
FRTA=.720 monthly average (TA)bar

C DRAW SIZES (liters/day)
VHBIG=300.
VHSML=120.

C
C

C
C

C
C
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C OTHER CONSTANTS
CP=4186.
TH=50.
TC=11.

C
VBAR=(V/100.) **0.12

C
C ADJUST LOOPING TO RU LOCATIONS AND LOADS THAT ARE OF INTEREST

DO 20 LOC=1,4,3
DO 30 LOAD=,1
FMRSUM=O.
DO 10 MONTH=1,12
IF (LOC.EQ.1) HTBAR=HTMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.1) TABAR=TAMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) HTBAR=HTSEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) TABAR=TASEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) HTBAR=HTALB(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) TABAR=TAALB(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.4) HTBAR=HTFOR(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.4) TABAR=TAFOR(MONTH)
IF (LOAD.EQ.I) VH=VHBIG
IF (LOAD. EQ. 2) VH=VHSML

C
C THE ALGORITHM STARTS HERE
C

HTBAR=HTBAR*1000 ./MDAYS (MONTH)
VHBAR=(VH/100 )**0 .12
DL=VH*CP
T=( 100 .- TABAR)
Y=AC*FRTA*HTBAR*O 96/( DL,(TH-TC))
X=AC*FRUL*VBAR*TS/( DL)
XV=O.243+1 .14*(VH/100.)-0.385*(VH/100.)**2
XV1=-O.327+1.82*(VH/100.:)-0.493*(VH/100.)**2
S=O.996-0.418*XV*X+0.075*XVI*X**2
C=O.0323*SQRT(X)*((TABAR-TC)/(TH-TC))
FMR=S*Y+ C

C THE ALGORITHM ENDS HERE
C
C OUTPUT MONTHLY SOLAR FRACTIONS

WRITE(8 6,,) FMR=" ,FMR, "X=" ,X, 'Y=" ,Y
C 40 FORMAT(TIO,1G11 .4)

FM"RSUM=FMRSUM+ ( FMR*MDAYS(MONTH)D
1 0 CONT INUE
30 CONT INUE

C ANNUAL SOLAR FRACTIONS
FMRANN=FMRSUM/365.
IR ITE (6,,*) ' FMRAN, N=" ,FMRANN

20 CONT INUE
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STOP
END
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APPENDIX C.5

PROGRAM PANICO
C A GENERAL DESIGN METHOD FOR INTEGRAL PASSIVE SOLAR WATER HEATERS
C REF: PANICO,D. AND CLARK, G. OF TRINITY UNIVERSIY
C PAPER FROM SEPT. 1984 PASSIVE SOLAR CONFERENCE, COLUMBUS OHIO

C
C USING TMY DATA:

DIMENSION MDAYS (12), HTMAD (12), TAMAD (12), HTSEA (12),
A TASEA(12), HTALB(12), TAALB(12), HTFOR(12), TAFOR(12), AVDAYS(12)
DATA MDAYS /31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/
DATA AVDAYS/17., 57., 75., 105., 135., 162., 198., 228.,

A 258., 288., 318., 344./
RDCONV=(3.14159/180.)

C
C FORT WORTH TMY MONTHLY DATA:

DATA HTFOR /3.908E5, 4.303E5, 5.923E5, 5.316E5, 6.117E5, 6.640E5,
A 7.067E5, 7.023E5, 6.284E5, 5.685E5, 4.598E5, 4.030E5/
DATA TAFOR /7.009, 9.726, 12.09, 17.70, 21.54, 26.86, 30.08,

A 28.74, 23.61, 19.52, 13.74, 7.9560/
C

MADI SON
DATA HTMAD

A
DATA TAMAD

A

SEATTLE
DATA TASEA

A
DATA HTSEA

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.012E5, 3.529E5, 5.296E5, 4.900E5, 5.552E5, 5.720E5,

6.181E5, 6.182E5, 5.229E5, 4.023E5, 2.713E5, 2.174E5/
/-8.397, -5.982, -1.867, 8.664, 1.459EI, 19.60, 22.11,

20.01, 16.80, 10.49, 2.358, -3.716/

TMY MONTHLY DATA:
/3.833, 5.677, 6.080, 8.113, 11.90, 15.00, 17.06,

17.47, 14.83, 10.63, 7.926, 4.610/
/1.280E5, 1.918E5, 3.711E5, 4.468E5, 5.434E5, 5.390E5,

6.503E5, 5.993E5, 4.530E5, 2.953E5, 1.466E5, 1.051E5/

ALBUQUERQUE NM TMY MONTHLY DATA
DATA TAALB /1.413, 3.364, 6.762, 12.60, 18.61, 22.91, 25.53,

A 24.02, 19.53, 14.06, 6.458, 2.075/
DATA HTALB /5.481E5, 5.966E5, 7.262E5, 8.101E5, 8.451E5, 7.928E5,

A 7.971E5, 8.046E5, 7.521E5, 7.561E5, 6.230E5, 5.701E5/

CONSTANTS

UL=6.28/1 .644
AC=1 .644
VTANK=150.8
VDRAW=300.
TAUSE=0. 720
CP4186.

(W-m2-C)
(m2)
(1 i ters/ICS)
(li ters/day)
Monthly average TA
(kJ/kg-C)

(TABAR)
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TS=50. ! (C)
TM=II. ! (C)
DL=VDRAW*CP* ( TS-TM)
EFFDRA=0.805 ! draw efficiency FOR 4 TANKS
GSC=1353. !W/M**2

C
C THE FOLLOWING LOOPING SHOULD BE ADJUSTED TO RUN THE LOCATIONS
C AND LOADS THAT ARE OF INTEREST
C

DO 20 LOC=1,4,3
DO 30 LOAD=1,1
FSRSUM=0.
DO 10 MONTH=1,12
IF (LOC.EQ.I) HTBAR=HTMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.1) TABAR=TAMAD(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) HTBAR=HTSEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.2) TABAR=TASEA(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) HTBAR=HTALB(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.3) TABAR=TAALB(MONTH)
IF (LOCsEQ.4) HTBAR=HTFOR(MONTH)
IF (LOC.EQ.4) TABAR=TAFOR(MONTH)
HTBAR=HTBAR*1 000./MDAYS (MONTH)
DECL=23.45*SIN(RDCONV*360.*(284.+AVDAYS(MONTH))/365.)
GTP=GSC*(1 .+0 .033*COS(RDCONV*360. *AVDAYS(MONTH)/365.))

A *COS(RDCONV*DECL)
XM= (AC/DL)*(TAUSE*HTBAR+UL*(TABAR-TM)*24.*3600 8)
XK=( I ./EFFDRA)*(VTANK/VDRAW)*UL*10 ./(TAUSE*GTP+UL*(TABAR-TM))
FSR= 03I00 +0.825*XM -0.501*XK

A -0,.185*XM**2 +0.066*XK**2 +0.016*XM**3
C
C OUTPUT OF MONTHLY SOLAR FRACTIONS:
C

WRITE(6,*)"FSR=',FSR,'XK=',XK,'XM=',XM
C 40 FORMAT(TIO,1G11.4)

FSRSUM=FSRSUM+ ( FSR*MDAYS(MONTH))
10 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

FSRANN=FSRSUM/365.
C OUTPUT OF ANNUAL SOLAR FRACTION

WRITE(6,*) 'FSRANN=',FSRANN
20 CONTINUE

STOP
END



APPENDIX D Prediction Procedure

D.1 Performance Calculation Procedure

Required Input Information

HT

N (days per month)

Ac

Mf

MD

Tm

Ts

Ta

Ta Tsky

AT (hours per month)

If the loss coefficient U[, and monthly average transmittance-

absorptance product (r), are unknown they must be determined from a

test.

Using the ASHRAE 95-1981/SRCC 200-82 System test.

If the ASHRAE 95-1981 test is used under the conditions of SRCC

standard 200-82 then UL is determined from eqn (4.1) or the stagnant

heat loss test result L (W/C) as

U LU L= A L
17
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The system is assumed to be modeled with two nodes giving the daily

steady-state solar fraction from eqn (4.2). The fully mixed solar

fraction is then obtained from eqn (4.3), the correlation for 2

nodes. The feasible draw root of eqn (4.3) is

0O< fmc <I

where A = a/TT, a = 0.0170 for 2 nodes and TT is the number of tank

turnovers for the test day

TT Volume of Water Draw During 1 Day of the Test
Volume of ICS unit tested

The average draw temperature for the test is given by eqn (4.5).

Then a monthly average transmittance absorbtance product is given by

eqn (4.5).

Using the ODOE Test

The ODOE test procedure may be used to obtain (,o) and UL UL

is obtained from eqn (4.1) with Ta used in place of Ta . A slope and

intercept will be given by the test as follows

slope = -F R UL

and intercept = F R*

The slope is divided by UL obtained from the ODOE heat loss test

to give -FR. The intercept is divided by FR to give (-i-).
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Using the Prediction Procedure

1. Determine a monthly average effective sink temperature with eqn

(5.4)

T= TF- 1/4 (T - T ) (5.4)
e a a sky

2. Use the effective sink temperature in eqn (2.4) to calculate the

monthly average draw temperature if the ICS is fully mixed:

H HTNA(T' ) + M cpTm+ U A ATTT Tc " D p m+ Lc e(A
D=MDCP+ ULA AT

The monthly solar fraction from a fully mixed ICS is then given by

eqn (2.5)

MDCP(TD- Tm)
m,c MDcp(T s - Tm)

3a. If (,co)twas obtained from the ODOE test then no improvement is

necessary to account for thermal stratification and fsc = fmc

3b. If (F-o) was obtained from the ASHRAE 95/SRCC test, with a

correlation for a 2-node model, then, a correction factor to

account for the improvement in performance due to thermal

stratification is given by eqn (3.7).

_ 0. 170
*s/m- TT (1-f fm)+1I (3.7)



where TT is the number of daily tank turnovers: U It

MD /N

TT M
M f

so that

fsc = fmc (fsc /fmc)

4. If losses to the auxiliary tank environment are to be

considered, they may be expressed as

Lo= (UA) auxA(T s- T en v )

and the solar fraction which includes auxiliary losses in addition to

the monthly load L is

(f sc- L /L) L + L

L+L o
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APPENDIX D.2
Sample Calculation of Monthly Performance

Given:

H-T = 18.9 MJ/m**2 (Measured or calculated [16])

N = 30 days

Ac = 2.07 m**2 (Cover area to which UL is referenced)

(= 0.54

ULAc = 15.33 kJ/hr°C

Mf = 159 1 (Internal storage capacity)

MD = 300 t/day x 30 dyas = 9000 kg

C p = 4.19 kJ/kg°C

T = 100C = 283'Km

Ts  = 50'C = 3230K

T = 190C = 2920Ka

T sky = 7oC = 280'K

AT = 24 hrs x 30 days = 720 hrs

Determine an effective sink temperature as

T = T - 1/4 (T - T)e a a sky

= 19- 1/4 (19- 7) = 16 C = 289 K

The monthly average draw temperature is obtained from eqn (2.4) using

Te:

T- 18.9E3(30)(0.54)(2.07) + (9000) (4.19) (283) + (15.33) (720)(289)
TD= (9000) (4.19) + (15.33)(720)

= 297 K = 24.4 C
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The first approximation of monthly solar fraction is then obtained

from eqn (2.5)

f _ (9000)(4.19)(24.4 - 10) _ 0.359
m,c- (9000)(4.19)(50- 10)

Determine the number of tank turnovers per day.

TT = 300 (/day)/159(Z/ICS) = 1.89

Now use eqn (3.7) to correct for stratification

fs 03 01970(1 - 0.359)] = 0.380

Sc =035 1 *189

While this value of fs,c is useful for comparing design methods, or

systems themselves, a useful way of defining solar fraction includes

auxiliary tank jacket losses, i.e.

= Qcol
L +L

0

where Qcol is the thermal energy provided by solar, L is the monthly

load, and Lo is the monthly auxiliary jacket loss given by

I = (UA) T (T - Te)
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If (UA)aux is 14.4 kJ/hr°C and the environmental temperature is Tenv

= 20'C, then

L = 14.4 (720)(50 - 20) = 311E3 kJ/month

0
L = (9000)(4.19)(50 - 10) = 1.51E6 kJ/month

and

Qcol
- L-L+L 0

f - L /L)L + LS C 0

L +L
0

(0.380 - 311E3/1.51E6) 1.51E6 + 311E3 0315
1.51E6 + 311E3


